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In Estonia, landscape design does get attention in recent years after a new-born country existing after 

its independence. The aim of the thesis relies on eco-village design principles of the future 

coexistence of Estonian society that will reside at 2030 in Tartu. The method of the thesis that is 

taken from Estonian environmental strategy document and Tartu comprehensive plan 2030+  that 

refers to the idea of different scenarios that are mentioned as '' back to the roots''. The methodology 

was taken from different literature reviews including the psychology of human existence& hunger 

paradigms. Most importantly, a design site that is been studied during the eco-village design that ties 

physical connection with the rest of  Tartu city in terms of access roads and cycling routes. Chapter 

three is about understanding the examples of existed eco-villages' ideas all around the world that 

gives an overview to focus on an end result of the thesis research design. At chapter four, the design 

that is held during the research shows different types of design solutions referring to eco-village with 

the support of smart city implementations specifically on the site in order to meet the needs of future 

student city Tartu, as a whole, relying on the comprehensive plan of Tartu and also in Estonia. The 

two different scenarios that based on different solutions is projected to understand that how 

implementing the eco-village design criteria's might become alternative solution considering the  
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Maastikuarhitektuur pole taasiseseisvunud Eestis kahjuks leidnud suurt tähelepanu ega kõlapinda. 

Käesoleva töö eesmärgiks on pakkuda tulevikunägemust ökokülade eksisteerimisest ja lõimumisest 

Eesti ühiskonnas, eriti aga  Tartus aastal 2030.  Töö üldisemad suunised on laenatud Eesti 

keskkonna strateegia dokumendist, samuti Tartu pikaajalise arengu plaanist aastani 2030 ja edasi. 

Seda on esitletud ka kui nägemust nimega “tagasi juurte juurde”.   

 

Käesoleva töö metodoloogia lähtub erinevatest allikatest ja ülevaadetest, sealhulgas inimeksistentsi 

ning näljaparadigma psühholoogiast. Töös on uuritud eelkõige Tartu tuleviku ökolinnaosade 

kujundamist ning ühendusi linna ülejäänud osadega maanteede ja kergliiklusteede kaudu. 

Kolmandas peatükis on tutvustatud lähemalt olemasolevate ökokülade nägemust ja kogemusi 

maailma mastaabis. See ülevaade aitab paremini teadvustada käesoleva töö olulisemaid eesmärke. 

Neljandas peatükis on kirjeldatud uuringu käigus ilmnenud ja pakutavaid võimalikke 

disainlahendusi, mis võtaksid arvesse kaasaja ja tuleviku nö “tarku lahendusi” ning nägemust 

tuleviku Tartust kui terviklikust üliõpilaslinnast. Samas on võimalik antud nägemust kohandada ka 

Eesti teistele linnadele.  Esitatud on põhiliselt kaks erinevat arenguplaani, mis mõlemad rajanevad 

erinevatel lahendustel ja aitavad sel moel paremini mõista vajadusi ja nõudmisi alternatiivsetele 

linnakujunduse nägemustele, mis seotud Eesti tuleviku ja loodusega. Seega saab käesolevat tööd 

kasutada selgitamaks erinevaid  jätkusuutlikke lähenemisi ning arusaamu maastikust ja loodusest 

tulevikus, samuti nägemust ökonoomsemast energiakasutusest tuleviku üliõpilaslinnas Tartus.  Töö 

üldisemaks eesmärgiks on  jagada suuniseid maastikuarhitektuuri ja linnaplaneerimise 

traditsiooniliste nägemuste muutmisel ja kujundamisel 
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INTRODUCTION 

This project-based master thesis is about referring to a new way to the future space usage 

of a design solution which is proposed for the urban living standards based on eco-village 

principles. A systematic analysis of the research site of Tartu in the outskirt of Tartu.  

The design focuses on eco-village on an urban space and how to make it more possible 

enhancing with the rest of the city by physical connection but also sustainable supportive 

landscape elements that are implemented throughout the area. 

The reason for choosing the thesis topic is that Tartu landscape requires much effort for 

enhancing the outskirt connection with city centre due to public space limits other users to 

interact with the rest of the city citizens. Due to Tartu's importance about being a student 

city, however, needs to undertake to project the future interest on a common ground to give 

the insight to improve the experience of the quality Estonian Landscape at each level.  

A projection of scenario-based design is necessary to provide good living conditions for 

the future Tartu citizens who will reside in Tartu where the compact city of Estonian level 

meets with nature. In Tartu also in Estonia, the connection through the natural health and 

environment issues are high enough to respect this untouched nature by using but at the 

same profiting from it at human scale. According to projected plans for the future, Estonia 

herself wants to achieve some goals to be well-known at some different sector level.  

As being landscape architecture student, the thesis topic of eco-village is to consider some 

simple solution yet the necessity and importance of eco-village are not recognised at 

Estonian way of living. Thus, the eco-village design provides a unique solution to instruct 

the future generation in terms of a part of Estonian comprehensive plan that is mentioned 

as ''back to roots''. To find solutions how to increase the awareness of the eco-village in the 

design of landscape at this thesis level is illustrated with the pictures on the basis of the 

literature overview and the site interpretations to improve the future citizens of Tartu.  
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1.CHAPTER 1  
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1.1.Current situation of The Kvissentali area  

The design case site is selected in this thesis, located on the outskirt of Tartu city. The site 

area is a new urban sprawl that has been developed in last decade with private ownership 

of the housing in the surrounding. The present day of the area is relaxed and silent in terms 

of life condition and the lack of cultural activities through the site. The main reason of it 

because the area is on the outskirt of Tartu city centre and distanced from the Tartu city 

happenings'. Yet, the cultural activities are absent on the site, the everyday life of this 

urban sprawl in terms of greenery shows the basic Estonian landscape pattern mix with 

such as birch trees and the shrubby landscape pattern. Overall in Estonia, main landscape 

pattern consists of conifer/birch trees; open arable land which are mostly open fields with 

lakes in between. The Kvissentali area consists of some of these patterns such as a mixture 

of birch and conifer trees. 

The certain common criteria's such as traffic and transportation, the site analysis shows the 

urban landscape that is ground for road connection through the other part of Tartu is the 

main necessity of site intervention. The spatial configuration of the Kvissentali area is an 

example of how to enhance cyclist more common into these new residential development 

area. The main approach to overcome the obstacle for the cyclists in that new residential 

development area is to enhance cycling routes on the main car road within the entire area. 

By doing so, drivers of the area will adapt to a new situation of the new bike routes on the 

traffic. This can lead to less traffic conjunction and less Co2   emission that eco-village zero 

emission principles are aiming. 
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Fig 1. The site area of the Kvissentali within the urban context of Tartu city& Emajõgi River connection 

1.1.2.Problem statement 

The problem of the local area is related with to know and understand first landscape along 

the site assuming that which is today can be better for the future inhabitants of the 

Kvissentali area and its surrounding. In order to understand the local value through the site 

and the functions that are some key points needs to take into consideration. From this 

point, protecting and sustaining the significantly preserved nature of Estonia is meant the 

most important aspect of all the reasons behind the project itself. Yet, the urban 

environment in the compact city such Tartu is to study and investigate in the certain 

selected area along the new residential borough of Tartu , Kvissentali.   
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 Nowadays, urban areas face nature preservation challenges that have increased in recent 

decades. At the same time, there are some major problems are being addressed in the last 

decades, for instant global warming is the most effective aspect for the future generations.    

The main road that connects the  Kvissentali residential area is the Aruküla street which 

leads the road through Peetri Church /Puiestee street where the city centre connection is in 

everyday usage. On the main Aruküla street, the limitation of the cycling route is a 

consequence of limited cyclists through the area. The main street serves cycling route 

which is on the same ground with the pavement. This creates an obstacle for the 

pedestrians and cyclists of the  Kvissentali residential inhabitants. 

The current Kvissentali landscape is right on the sloppy landscape towards the Emajõgi 

river and visually inaccessible because of the tree canopies through the Aruküla street and 

requires much effort for cyclists to access, which results in disadvantage for cyclist through 

the mentioned residential area. 

 The dissatisfaction for the cyclists is mainly because of the landscape physical 

topographical changes. The solution for this situation will be more widely explain on the 

design chapter 4. 

The usage of the public space is limited through the other users, due to area recent 

development road connection. Surrounding area of Kvissentali residents in their every 

usage of living, cycling, walking and most car users. The problem of the Kvissentali area 

due to the early stage of the road connection limits the cycle flows from the main road 

Aruküla street. The dissatisfaction is mainly due to the inclined  landscape that the most 

problem for the cyclists that one has to reach the area. 

Next to cyclists, the main pavement is designed by pedestrians through going pedestrians 

also make use of the same route as the cyclists are using.  
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1.1.3.Site analysis: the current tension of the area 

The current tension between the residential area and the connection to the main road is a 

physical obstacle to limited access and inclusive universal design and requires much effort 

for cyclists due to landscape physical condition itself which results in a lack of cycling 

usage thought-out the area. The usage of public transport services such as bus station and 

limits the user from the area itself.  

 

Fig 2. Different uses of Kvissentali residents area  

1.1.4.Necessity of intervention 

The Kvissentali residential area master plans corporate a new residential development and 

semi-intensive usage of the privately owned housing in order to build a new living 

environment through the time functioning a new character of the urban sprawl on the 

northern edge of Tartu city. This means that the new residential area is located on the 

outskirt of Tartu city with recent residential development with new technology housing for 

the future residents of Tartu which that more population will be attracted to the case site in 

the near future.  
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The area remains major development phase underneath the existing infrastructure facilities 

such as groundwater management and drainage system.  

 

Fig 3. Different landscape pattern of Kvissentali residents area 

However, the current master plan of the area that has been drawn to the area for the future 

development phase of the area does not consist of the significance connection through 

main river Emajõgi in term of the drainage system and take into consideration to water 

management facilities within the surrounding existing green structure. the most important 

aspect for the Kvissentali area of the research topic is made a bond with the future related 

problem of the city where the water will be one of the main element for the future activities 

within the area and in the surrounding area itself. The following picture shows a basic 

atmospheric representation of the area and understanding of the Kvissentali area along the 

surroundings.  
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1.2.Tartu riverside condition with the design site 

In the introduction, it has been pointed out that some of the existing landscape features that 

shaped Tartu existing landscape principles according to its history and the cover of the 

concepts that shaped accessibility and inclusiveness part of the town apart from the whole 

city.  

In the introduction, the city accessibility level and the current situation of Tartu depending 

on its historical values that are shaping today Tartu's landscape components.  

On inclusiveness, the eco-village design principles that are the core of this thesis are 

available on new design both for a living and future optional activities that can differentiate 

from the user through the land surface. The main Emajõgi river bank is open for all type of 

local activities and thrives the main social life point of Tartu in terms of festival and 

goings-on at several activities that are held by the current Tartu citizens. The main town 

centre divided by the main river Emajõgi and design location is relatively far in terms of 

thesis project site. The design principles and future development of the Tartu are needed to 

build more accessibility due to combine and bring together the both side of the river bank 

that avoid the differences between spaces that are unique to sustain the social activities 

happen and bring Tartu to become a lively place but also the thesis project site.  

On the design of the surfaces of the river bank, it is possible to include the pathways and 

cycling routes to create more connected routes for the design site. Even though the river 

bank is open to flood risk by the appropriate design it can transferrable to implement the 

best solution for the future eco-village users to prevent possible flood risk of the project 

site. 

Today, many of the buildings that are adjacent to design site are mainly located on the 

river bank within the structure of new urban residential development project called 

Kvissentali residences in Tartu city outskirt. The area adjacent to the design site consists of 

the new residential project, Kvissentali residences that 29 residential plots, on the northern-

west side of Tartu, are on sale and some of them are reserved for the future development 

phase of the area itself. Some of the plots are without infrastructure but some are still under 

construction. 
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The footprint for residential villas' sizes in that area, relatively, same as size the thesis 

design site range between 270-450 m2, yet the residential plots are ranging between 1240 

up to 2450 m2. In the thesis design area, plot area ranging from 833 up to 2866 m2 

depending on the design outcome from the master plan.  

The detailed plan was made by  OÜ GPK Partnerid company. To obtain the research site 

detailed plan, two different sessions by mailing to the company, above mentioned, and 

Tartu Municipality urban planning department shared the related plans to deal with new 

solution findings for the area.  

The plan that is shown below represents the recent news about Kvissentali residential 

development that is adjacent to the research area on Estonian newspaper Tartu Postimees.  

 

Fig 4. Kvissentali detail planning on Tartu Postimees 

Shaping Tartu city riverside, Emajõgi river shoreline consists different usage of the 

mixture of activities partially represented by green areas but also with different urban 

facilities. Navigable water body of water is a partial closure by the port activities on the 

south-east side of Tartu. Considering the shoreline of greener parts of Tartu is located 

within the building border where it is located of the river upper itself. The use of different 

bases of sportive activities is on the river side including rowers-paddlers docks. 
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The remarkable and well-known Arch bridge is to build to increase the connecting the 

main Raekoja plats to the other side of the river which is related to serving as a pedestrian 

and the main bike routes for both sides of the town. There are two bridges including the 

Tartu Arch Bridge for the cyclist to reach the Kvissentali residents and also for the thesis 

project area. 

1.3.Design assignment: mixture of accessibility& inclusiveness with smart 

thinking 

The spatial domain of this thesis refers to the urban spaces connection with the current 

existing city space in Tartu on the selected location the following criteria's. First, space 

itself is a space adjacent to empty floodplain space as defined Tartu comprehensive 

planning act 2030. 

Second, space is limited to a city scale, focusing upon the old historical values where the 

new city development components' meet the definition of ''back to roots'', since the 

mentioning on the scenario chapter of the Estonian Environmental Strategy Plan 2030. On 

the Estonian Environment strategy document, it is explained in a way that there will be two 

relatively self-contained social groups which one of them will live in the cities and the 

other in the country settlements that will keep the communal relationship with each other.  

By 2030, it is expected that Estonia will be divided into technological innovative cities that 

are exported from abroad that recognized at the local level. On the other hand, at 

conservative rural inhabitant will be operating in their small communities under the natural 

economy where the eco-village terms were mentioned on the document. Respectively, this 

division between city-rural area merge in Estonia rural communities and the local economy 

will affect the norms in terms of consumption and materialistic values of the people by that 

time.  

Third, space is selected as a new way or representative of the future daily life 

implementation idea by including the main advantage of the water element in that context, 

the river Emajõgi. Space can be competitive as well as the future economic development 

for the urban sprawls in different types of the places in Tartu.  
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Water is unbearably an element that shapes our every and life long lasting lives. The 

extraction of surface water decreased in 1991-2002.The reduction of extraction was 

occasioned by economic changes and rearrangements towards sustainable consumption of 

water both in production and domestic use. Since 2003 the extraction of surface water has 

been increasing due to growing water consumption by power stations and mines.  

The consumption of surface water decreased in the production of electricity, in the 

industry, agriculture as well as everyday life of people. To save water and reduce costs 

relating to water supply, companies have altered their production technologies. In 2004, 

the consumption of water increased by almost 2 percent when compared to 2003, due to 

greater consumption of water in production and agriculture.  

In the harmonisation of one of the main principle of an eco-village in general, water is the 

source of life that is the most probably beginning of all agriculture activities through the 

eco-village everyday life need. Due to general water pollution in the world and lack of 

access to clean water is already and will be an even more important issue than today world. 

The survival instincts of human being will shift and require more challenges on this crucial 

issue in the upcoming years.  

However, new technology developments are providing nowadays useful solutions to 

overcome the water problem that the humans in the urban areas are facing. Even though, 

Estonia is rich in water resources; underground water and lake and rivers that surround the 

main urban areas; it is important to think the water management how to preserve the 

existing water volumes within the city and city surrounding. Tartu main river Emajõgi thus 

is the best option for the water usage which can be converted into clean water and use on 

the thesis project site with smart solutions. And the water management system explained 

further on in the design chapter of this master thesis. It is also an eco-village principle 

based on the basic water management design element that is to better implement in the 

design of Kvissentali thesis project area.  
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1.3.1.Study site: selection criteria of the thesis space in Tartu 

A milestone of choosing this place in Tartu was to pick up a place where the water will be 

used as a supportive element through the design process. During the design acquires, the 

trends of Estonia spatial plan needed to undertaken into account to better understanding the 

current situation of the site and to be able to project to the future needs. Even though the 

design solutions consist of a current situation reflecting the future trends, the main focus on 

looking at the existing conditions of Estonia main trends can relate to the different way of 

perspectives and also create new emerging approaches. for further developments. 

 Starting with the area selection that can stick into more appropriate approaches to 

comprehensive plan, the analysis of the main trends in Estonia also lead to different results 

in terms of design needs for smart city implementations.  

First, the sub research question is: what eco-village design principles thrive the society 

needs in Tartu scale? 

Looking deep into main trends of Estonia, the more waste management and 

environmentally sustainable solutions are being taken into account due to the interest of the 

people into these current issues. People's increasing environmental awareness might create 

thus a strong bond to introduce the volume of ecovillage principles into an urban 

settlement in Estonia.  

In the condition of Tartu, hosting one of the important agriculture university, Estonian Life 

Science University, which is located in the heart of the city territory is a helpful solution 

creation Institute for the future environment-friendly approach and also a unique tool to 

find scientific solutions by the scientific researchers through the ecological way of living 

standards. Thus a way-finding by the core of science can help to create better solutions 

even for the eco-village in the desired design area by institutional research where it 

combines with practice in real life.  

When collaborations with the university at any level, establishing a new and also local 

solutions for the eco-village to create a continuous bond with the future citizens due to 

agricultural information transition towards problem-solving is thus a saving from the other 

applications. 
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The institutional collaboration afford certain for instance, by classification of the diseases 

of plants at a local level is thus essential to find the problem at the scientific level and 

afterwards overcoming the diseases problem may help to find an efficient way of doing the 

eco-village agriculture.  

1.4.Design assignment: mixture of accessibility& inclusiveness with smart 

thinking  

In this thesis, a design solution is proposed for the urban landscape of the City of Tartu, 

second largest city in Estonia, based on a systematic analysis of accessibility and 

inclusiveness of spaces by the river bank by creating local value.  

The current physical landscape of Tartu city for cyclists is mostly accessible but still, 

requires much effort to access the desired location resulting that cycling routes need to be 

rebuilt unless to create a new connection through city-wide. 

The thesis presents a design solution for the urban landscape of the city of Tartu, the 

current student city of Estonia , based on design principles that follow from a systematic 

induction analysis of the experience of accessibility and inclusiveness of  converting 

mundane spaces of river bank, in the heart of Tartu, into such place that will serve as new 

attraction for future upcoming developments.    

The main concepts of this thesis, accessibility and inclusiveness that are the spatial factors 

of publicness with the support of different and current ideas that prospect into a future 

lifestyle.  

Publicness is about how public a space is, in which accessibility refers to the visual 

openness and the effort of reaching a space and in which inclusiveness refers to how the 

space is designed for sustaining diverse usage an participation, such as cycling, walking, 

living, or sitting and talking as opposed to an exclusive and rather one -sided space . 

The research of the thesis provides design principles for dealing with the experience of 

accessibility of cyclists and pedestrians combined with principles for staying and social 

activities which are in the domain of inclusiveness in terms of eco-village design 

principles.   
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The thesis is a combination of a practical issue in the Tartu city and a personal fascination 

for how humans experience that project to certain time and interaction with locals through 

environment protection with nature respectfulness while living in a harmony with it.  

The thesis is written to support fellow landscape architects and designers in the built 

environment as well as empowering the diverse stakeholders of the Tartu city by delivering 

objective information on the subjects that are relevant to this specific area and the further 

development phase in the surroundings. 

1.5.Future complex landscape 

The main purpose of this thesis project is that to understand the relation of the current 

situation of Tartu landscape functions in relation to the current situation in terms of 

everyday life landscape affecting urban needs along Tartu city centre and surrounding 

connection features by the society needs, which can reflect the future society needs that 

can be better understood by designing the environment for the next generations. In 

additional to that point, it is also the types of the new issues that might that in place the 

communities' living environment and conditions that is more requiring the types of 

interpretations requiring the site , in order to enhance the future creative scenarios that in 

which of those who are the reason behind the connection and city enhancing the 

environment approaches with the time changes technologies. 

 However, the future communities attitude is the most important above all aspects, the 

importance of the demographical is needed to study in deep understanding along the 

Estonians; in terms of learning more about the culture core itself to project more the 

culture aspects that shape the overall landscape and human clashes between nature and 

urban development's. Moreover, understanding the demographic and along the society can 

lead to the design and its core issues such as illustrate the certain common criteria's found 

out during the thesis process and a basic atmospheric presentation of the future 

interventions.  

At the end of all the data's following that leads the design is a  tool for an interpretative 

approach to the learning of uncertain aspects of the future to give the thrive the peaceful 

environment process in common sense through as an example that, relatively focuses at the 

local level, illustrate to create an illustrative picture of Tartu. 
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2.CHAPTER 2 KNOWLEDGE GAP AND METHODOLOGY 
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2.1.The feeling to landscape 

As a personal interest and as being a half Tartu citizen, I wanted to focus as much as I can 

to raise the awareness and claim that the new role of the city, that I am currently settled, 

include students can relate with future as being '' fresh brains'' to certain topics about our 

world that is facing nowadays major problems such as climate change that will arise the 

intention to make us focus more on specific future time meanwhile we will be facing new 

challenges in our current developed cities and their future re-shaped environments. 

Therefore, I believe that landscape architectures must take an active role especially 

concentrating where basic needs of daily life circle will be regulated in the first place and 

emphasise specific start from there.  

For instance, in most of the developing countries, basic urban living creation criteria's  has 

been already taken into account since the industrial development revolution began. The 

crucial point was a landscape in terms of greenery serves for all citizens who were capable 

of getting involved and exposed their daily lives to colour green engagement. As well as 

architects' coherent projects tend to create a more livable environment for the citizens by 

the support of qualified design principles to enlarge the green in recent years. However, 

these decisions were restricted by landscape environments and strategies did not meet how 

authorities have planned. The right to access greenery is a controversial issue according to 

civil rights and human rights. Even though, Estonia at this point still could preserve its 

greenery interest by the opportunity of the half of the whole country territory consists 

forest areas.  Lack of cooperation with politics but also absent of ignorance through civil 

rights in the cities are the backbone of misunderstandings. However, misunderstandings 

can develop in a common needs when we consider the city as a whole and for all. As the 

future brings us new obstacles the point is to be considered as: what exactly do we do for 

our future generation?  

Does this mean that landscape architectures are not capable of creating more suitable 

solutions in that context? Or Isn't the importance of landscape architecture notion is not 

manage to get the rights which architects already have?  

Over the long term, students/practitioners who adopt this type of thinking about research 

and evidence-based design will have an impact on the intellectual culture of landscape 

architecture. 
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In his book,' Research Design'' Creswell points out the four different worldviews of 

philosophical views that as landscape architect-researcher can focus on: the constructivism, 

the positivism, the participatory and pragmatism. After looking up to his book, the 

participatory pragmatism is appealing one of the most that fit my research topic is the 

'Social Constructivist Worldview'. The relatively appealing idea for this research is 

relevant to ''construct the meaning, meaning of a situation''. (Creswell 2009,p.8). 

At the future eco-village level, since it is important to have collaboration bond of future 

residents and different participatory communities in first at Tartu level, but also can be 

implemented other places in Estonia or elsewhere, in both choices of the communities will 

be created in order to focus collaboration of the local community of the people and with 

each other at working life or  living together.  

Especially after ''re-born'' from independence in Estonia, worldview and openness to 

''anything new'' in terms of different culture &human interrelation let research topic also to 

be more flexible of the cultural norms as well as the future generation point of view of the 

future inhabitants at this specific area.  

2.2.Compact city measurements at the level of Estonian scale: eco-village 

Many cities, nowadays, have been facing the fact such as renewable sources of energy; 

designing safe, energy efficient label; providing a healthy environment in terms of human 

based concern. Due to environmental effects of human scale, the reconstruction and the 

redevelopments of city patterns relatively applied if we are to consider our attention to the 

recent developments.  

Sky Earth Ecovillage is a good example of the living environment that is planned and built 

who come to study at Lilleoru Tallinn eco village. Tallinn eco village Lilleoru was started 

in 2005 and has been a learning process of eco village implementation idea in Estonia with 

all its respect and practise method referring to typical eco village principle. This eco 

village is a member of Global Eco village network GEN-Europe. In the eco village model 

there are four different types of life style aspects emerges.: social, economic, worldview 

and ecological. In that case this different topic, in particular, the aspects might develop 

more or less through it residents. The learning path process of this self-conscious 

transformation is unique in order to create this eco village path by its own.  
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The social structure of the eco-village depending on the social collaboration structure that 

comes from the process of residents that has already moved in.  

 

Fig 5. A photo of Estonian eco village-Lilleoru http://www.lilleoru.ee/en/summer-fall-winter-spring 

The example of this eco village was meant to show that the information about the eco 

village functioning in which at the Estonian scale there can be an eco village design that 

can work out even though the whole plan and the implementation process is still under 

development as given an example from Estonia.  

2.2.1.What the is Ecovillage as a definition? 

Firstly, the definition of the eco-village term came from Robert Gilman in 1991. His 

approach for ecovillage as a:''human-scale full-featured settlement '' which refers much to 

our current world issue problems.  Nowadays, we are all facing consciously or 

unconsciously world problems such as pollution in the cities, lack of greenery in the living 

surroundings, more locally but also globally. The definition of the '' harmlessly integrated'' 

eco-village term should be taken into account to point out the problem solving first of all 

by locally.  
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Ecovillages are seen as an ongoing process, rather than a particular local problem-solving 

tool. By this outcome of creating the ecovillages can focus on the main issue of 

sustainability such as ecology, relatively local cultural economic structure.  

An important point of eco-villages is based on several indicators which are referring to 

sustaining of social life as a good indicator of inclusiveness of basic notions of well-being. 

In order to achieve well-being, Grinde argues that according to the evolutionary 

perspective, approximate those features of tribal social interactions that are likely to 

improve the well-being. He is pointed out that eco-village in fact, doing that rarely but he 

concludes that rationale for eco villages prefer to have the solutions thus in life with our 

human DNA's is intuitive of by trial and error.(Grinde,2009).The solutions developed 

through these ''trial-error'' are now going to be identified for possible scaling-up for use in 

national well-being strategies.(Hall,2015). 

In recent years, the modern day desires address to develop a different type of technology to 

create more sophisticated structures to meet the need of human being in local term but also 

to fulfil the requirements for creating the better natural environment.  

Ecovillages are aiming to minimise their impact on the ecological environment while 

maximising human well-being and happiness. All around the world there can be found in a 

specific location the ones that are existed.  

The notable movement for eco villages was in the 1960's and 1970's which were mostly 

close-up evolvement to alternative living terms. The alternative -community living 

movement in 1980's continued in the next decade. Following the term for ecovillages, 

Robert& Diane Gilman was the first to bring the term ''Ecovillages and Sustainable 

Communities'' in which different but relative terms ecology and community came together.  

Ecovillages-local communities which aim to minimise their ecological impact while 

maximising human well-being and happiness. Eco-villages that are found all over the 

world. They incorporate a wealth of radical ideas and approaches which can be traced back 

to Schumacher, Gandhi, the 1960's, and the alternative education movement, including the 

evolution of the Global Ecovillage Network. The Eco-villages movement promotes; 

learning from the best elements of traditional and indigenous cultures; community banks 

and currencies; community banks and currencies; low-impact living; organic; local food 

production; and reviving small-scale participatory governance. Facing with climate change 
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and diminishing oil supplies, this briefing examines the lessons that we can learn from eco 

villages to live sustainably.  

By the potential and history of eco-village including the evolution of human interaction on 

climate change that we face nowadays. Briefly, low-impact of living is the core idea and 

the lesson that is needed to learn from eco-village idea is that generally local food 

production, diminishing the oil supplies and small-scale government participatory lead to 

creating a sustainable local living environment in a specific location anywhere in the 

world.  

It would be far easier and faster requires less energy to build a new; efficient way to 

attempt to update the most available resources and construction techniques.  

According to contemporary society, the eco-village acceptance is not yet fully recognised 

in the urban living settlements nor in the big cities. Ecovillages consist of both a new and 

old idea that is existing in different places in Europe. The main purpose of the eco-village 

is that to create a meaningful community of ecological factors that the living people has 

enough awareness of the living harmony with the surrounding nature. It is important to 

emphasise that the ecovillage members or citizens are as have the interest to commit for 

sustainable living. The living conditions towards the environment are to protect the 

bioregion and citizen's interest to practising in some degree of self-sustain and self-

sufficient in local food production.  

The importance of the local food production  is an inspirational tool for understanding the 

nature, which calls for everyone to become part of the producers and to project to enhance 

the environment with a care and interest thus is a key factor as well as to encourage the 

other people in the surrounding to once again feel to look through from a different 

perspective and feeling the joy of the life.   

2.2.2.Natural resources and waste management  

Recent decades our planet is facing major obstacles for environment management and 

specifically in terms of waste disposal and recycling issues. Apart from that facing with 

this problem, more and more environmentally sustainable materials and recoverable waste 

solutions are being explored. Due to population increase, the volume of the world waste is 

increasing. However, the sorting of the waste is accepted in the most cities nowadays. 

Generally, in Europe, the landfill sorting of the disposal waste is growing on the waste 
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recovery but at the same time landfill volumes are getting stable and smoothly decreasing 

than increasing. Continuing more environmentally sustainable and recoverable material 

usage in the whole types of human interaction to the environment is a new way of 

economic savings and yet to preserve our planet for the next generations.  

In Estonian scale, waste disposal is a new way of economic savings and more new 

regulations are implemented on structured principles. The awareness of the people is still 

not yet on the persuaded level but contributing to more efficient waste sorting is, one of the 

most important to protect Estonian untouched nature, help to achieve the overall 

awareness.  

One of the main principles of the eco-village need is also water and household waste 

management if possible locally.  

In this thesis project waste disposal and alternative energy routes are more in the building 

scale of future housing design of the area and fortunately, the quality of alternative energy 

is progressing in Estonian energy scale. The recent developments of most of the residential 

developments are with more renewable energy solutions to overcome the future impact of 

the environment and as a result of this recent approach; at this thesis project design method 

is taken the same way of thinking to create the new way of thinking more than regular 

traditional based design approaches.  

Due to entail this method for the waste and renewable energy trend rise in Estonia, the 

proposed design of the eco-village will meet with the regulations on its own local scale. 

The main method to eliminate the environment pollution liability is a simple method to 

create the principle of ''the more polluter the more payer''. Growing interest to waste and 

renewable energy in the eco-village will be also a core of the new living environment 

principles. 

2.3.Cities that think; smart city implementations-What is Smart City? 

Recent developments of Estonia refer to Estonian Smart City Cluster is designed in such 

way that can create an innovative environment in the cities which can boost the 

competitive companies and city inhabitants that structure the supportive innovation. The 

main focus of the Estonian Smart Cluster is aiming to be a leading developer by 2020 that 

are based on ICT systems and other smart city technological solutions. 
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Since the industrial revolution, all around the world cities has been expanding due to fast 

urbanising. There has been more human movement into cities and will be. Half of the 

population of the world in living in the cities, yet there are at least a million moving into 

cities. The United Nations(UN) expecting that 6 billion people in the cities by 2050. 

This mass migration number occurs than about 70% of the global energy usage that ties 

our planet up relying on human being activities and consumption. For our future 

generations' survival, it is important to develop solutions that will improve the livability of 

cities in terms of resource consumption and preserve the world ecosystem circle as much 

as it is now.  

There is, that's why a need for city-wide smart solutions. The solutions that can rely on 

secure, eco-friendly environment challenges. One option is that governments need to take 

into account with the institutional support according to solution based technological 

developments. Another part of the smart city implementation is that a road map for the 

pilot area that implements the ideas into human scale with the participation of the local 

citizenship.  

The unique part of the smart city implementation is that citizenship participation. A city 

that is participatory in terms of smart city implementation needs to connect its 

infrastructure electronically.  

Electronic government(e-government) is a definition for service delivery to its citizens by 

the use of technology to provide governmental services. Local governments are responsible 

for implementing the new technology programs to provide its citizens. By doing so the 

purpose of the smart cities to make the lives of the citizens a lot more easier and safer. 

Technology is a useful tool to implement several ideas to achieve the goals for smart city 

implementation.  

In the Estonia 2030+ National Spatial planning document, it is pointed out that the shaping 

of the local living environment in urban communities needs to be considered in local and 

mostly country-wide scale due to special policies that should be implemented. Rural 

locations and towns ensemble in terms of their economic structure and appearance based 

on these towns located outside of the main cities. Tartu is the second largest city in 

Estonia, on the other hand, has a great potential to be a part of this process. The rapid 

growth of the urbanisation of Tartu thus has a huge impact on its surrounding city and as 
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the city, itself can be seen a potential capital of the inner Estonia in terms of creating more 

innovative concept design within its direction focusing on the local services and future 

business attraction point.  

The design has a great potential overall of the sustainability and other issues of 

sustainability apart from the design as landscape or city-wide. The design of the landscape 

with smart city solution where it meets with the right policies that have been made by the 

government but also the participatory of the citizenship need to take into consideration into 

account. Thus, the smart city solutions it is necessary to include new variables that are 

rarely considered in landscape design process as to go towards for the citizen-centred but 

above the top of the whole at the Estonian level needs to considered more based on the 

criteria's of the natural sensitivity. The limits of the design in order to create a new value is 

limited, however, the Local Value Creation(LCV) is needed to be considered by the 

designers to achieve the goals through, new product design and more eco-innovative 

concepts that variables in the design process. Therefore, the local workforce and local 

resources are the directions when it comes to dealing with the field of value creation (Tyl, 

Lizarralde, and Allais,2015, p.1). 

Although the overall structure of the design based on a design solutions whereas it meets 

with future interventions of the selected site on the outskirt of Tartu, it is a matter of 

understanding the range of some smart city implementations to understand the necessary 

improvements of the design solutions of the research can be understood by finding out how 

it can be included in the design context.  

The theoretical exploration of the cases thus gives the examples of the several examples, 

by creating the solutions in city-wide categories. The examples of the smart city examples 

on the design aims to find out the experiences can differentiate in between typologies that 

to create local but also to be an example to connect with other Tartu citizens.  

The sub research question of this section is:  

''What are the context of city space design in terms of smart city implementations in the 

future of Tartu? 

The method that is used for the design intervention in terms of smart city ideas is solution 

models and ideas of Jacque Fresco(2007). The core of the ideas that are mentioned about 

designing the future differ in the concept of the design components at Estonian level ,but 
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the contents of the ideas within the ecovillage approach of this thesis they comply, since 

the creating upon efficient city of knowledge, that can be given an idea from the study of 

Fresco referring to design scoping for the design site. 

According to National Spatial Plan of Estonia 2030+, there are some critical issues about 

future urban structure and city developments. In the general spatial plan, it is mentioned 

that the existing settlements are being supported by shaping the living and economic 

environments which in the context of thesis topic is Tartu as an existing settlement need to 

take into account to be a part of the structured plan. It is important to focus on Tartu at the 

local level and also accomplish the current and also future situation of the city. Tartu, as a 

current student city, in the content of the spatial planning acts an important role to fulfil to 

achieve the goal for the nation wide plan for 2030. Undoubtedly, Estonia population will 

diminish according to the data and projections that have been made. To overcome this 

problem, the settlement structures and their evolution is marked on the plan under the 

specific article points out that the long-term evolution of settlement in Estonia. 

The local population, the role of the cities and towns, Tallinn-Tartu has increased 

noticeably, notwithstanding in the total population of the rural areas decrease. In the Tartu 

case, lifestyle and the appearance of the city remain and will its current situation as being a 

relatively same number of the population in this student city.  

Below there is a picture about population changes according to the Estonian Statics 

document which elaborates the total number of population in Tartu.  

 

Fig 5. Recent rate of population changes of Tartu 
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The long-term planning for the settlement of Tartu plan and the placement of the structure 

both in national and regional plan terms will shape the future community indicators. 

Understanding the population numbers and the demographical changes of Tartu is 

important to understand which type of demography knowledge make the future settlement 

in terms of social classes, social culture from a different perspective.  

To focus more on the future communities of Tartu it is certainly important to know how 

the demographical changes shape the social needs, in general, more specifically at the level 

of specific policy makers.  

2.4.Close insight to main Estonian trends  

Back to the document about Estonian National plan 2030+ that is some major challenges 

that were addressed in long-term evolution in Estonia.  In short, the problem statement 

looking at the location of the population is a noticeable factor that entails finding a 

common ground in common interest in terms of structural changes in the settlements. 

Presumably, the population decline of Estonia affects the overall structure of towns and 

their social interactions. Focusing on the given data that resembles the settlement evolution 

that this effect in short and later on long term brings the issue of rural locations outside of 

the cities.  

The stable condition of rural areas and they're the population intervention into a general 

cause to the whole system by the experience of limited economic sources thrives the 

question of how Tartu can interpret in that situation. During the Soviet-Era, Tartu 

population was in a positive rate due to citywide industrial development in the total city 

population. The population has changed in the last decade and remain decline as the 

second largest city in Estonia (Fig 4.). The multi-level concentration of the population in 

Estonia depends on the main group of urban communities. The general approach in 

settlement multi-level concentration of overall directions is predicted to include the 

expense of urbanisation development of urban communities in Estonian's settlement 

system. The prediction of settlement expense includes Tartu as being one of the urban 

settlement in consideration of settlement structure in the long term approach. The 

importance of Tartu community needs to be taken in consideration of the spatial planning 

of the ensembles of the surrounding settlement around Tartu. 
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The physical connection of Tartu with the surrounding settlement, above all through the 

network as a whole in Estonia, is based upon the planning question of how to examine the 

further development of in Tartu region. Status of Tartu in a long-term combination of the 

settlement ensemble affect the overall structure of Tartu in terms of social, economic and 

lifestyle.  

The importance of university and university staff member combination with current 

population is to develop the characterization of the city. This condition can be applied to 

adapting to comply with future demands in the institutional benefit from integration with 

the city. Providing new urban functions in terms of residential developments based on a 

new cluster through the time is one of the main inclusion of the other users of the city. Due 

to the main point of the changes in the population, rural-urban communities and towns 

need to be supported by taking Tartu as a centre of the new larger city.  

The accessibility and inclusiveness of Tartu in terms of design based on the information, 

the purpose of the design for improvement of the residential areas by contributing the 

design site is possible to transform one degree of actual users. By adding the landscape 

elements that are existed in the cultural geography, thus creates the bridge between the 

interrelations of local people into nature and to create a strong bond to enrich their 

everyday life conditions into the more peaceful environment and develop their perception 

into nature that surrounds them.   

2.5. Future understandings in question 

What can design principles of Ecovillages improve the experience of accessibility and 

inclusiveness in the context of city space design in terms of future smart city 

implementations in the future of Tartu, as a student city, according to 2030 strategies?  

As mentioned in the introduction, the social identity is still considered as the major 

processing method creating new features for a landscape that will be involved to solve 

future needs. We talk today a future, with all its conflicts that might be possible impacts on 

humans and also nowadays to us directly and indirectly in large scale. 

Hence, the main research questions arise from the fact that; 

What possible challenges can change the existing conflicting living environment along 

the social impact changes in order to reduce tolerance to the environment? 
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Presuming to 4 different research questions, crucially to ask in order to answer the main 

research question: 

1-What are the needs for landscape in terms of design? And how are they going to interpret 

in Estonia city scale? And possible at international level? 

2-What are relations of landscape design examples (including smart technologies) that can 

deal with future and particularly solve the contrast compact urban life and daily life in 

small scale city? 

3-What will be the impacts of this proposed new approach to the urban landscape at a 

cultural level on the daily lives and minds of the future Tartu city inhabitants and 

especially future students' approaches? 

Many early settlements display organic spatial organisations of great complexity, yet each 

building and landscape in the city algorithm meet the basic requirements of access to 

common space. When looking at a typical European or Middle-Eastern medieval town, we 

cannot make up our minds if the city patterns were totally anarchistic and unplanned or 

quite the opposite-very carefully planned.  

4- How do to integration and specifically the future Tartu inhabitants' actions to enhance 

new capabilities of technology usage while the ageing will be the main topic in their home 

city?  

2.6 Make it narrow, integrate to whole 

This thesis project consists interpretative inductive methods of research of the design, 

whereas the research aims to understand the current situation a particular space so in this 

case Tartu, addressing to future interpretations by the technological changes based on eco-

village design principles addressing to 2030, at the specific time.  

Referring to the method of design, the focus is to apply in this thesis, and that is narrative 

research strategy. This is because of a mixture of accessibility and inclusiveness in terms 

of design, as well as outside elements that are related to the experience of those space in 

particular and how the principles of eco-village elements can merge together into the 

design process in which are quite a mixture of several components of data sets. The main 

sources of inquiry that comes from the existing examples of eco-villages. The value of the 
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mundane land than that it can explore a future interaction optional interpretation within the 

concept of design entries during the thesis project implementations.  

Looking at the different scale of sources, the research design is thus in this thesis project 

follows the interpretive  research strategy knowledge that is pointed out by '' identifying 

the idea, naming, assessing new significance or meanings to dimensions, themes of 

narratives within a ''data set:'' (Swaffield and Deming 2012, p.51).  

Research through design approaches in this thesis that follows; on the based method,  the 

main research topic is through the thesis process; additionally, design and research are not 

considerably apart from each other. In the design method of the thesis, at a multi-phases 

criteria's shaping the project with the support of the different research tools and techniques 

that are used at the each phase.  

A better understanding of the structure of the following chapters is illustrated below in 

order to scope the understanding of the general outlook of the thesis within different steps 

and strategies that were shaped the thesis project.  The different methods are served the 

thesis project addresses at the end an appropriate needs for the future potential of the 

design site that is linked to the common needs of the thesis project. In other words, the 

tools that are forming the outcome of the design is a knowledge base that helps to 

understand better all the design solutions and at the different findings. Different findings 

through the design can be found by exploring the design needs and the methods depending 

on different locations in the whole world by the elements of landscape aspects that have 

been shaped the land and inspire society and their relation to these factors interventions. 

The following items below is a summary of the different phases that are mentioned during 

this thesis design.  

Phase 1: Outlook  

-Knowledge related outcome 

-Research Questions  

-Purpose of the thesis and distinction as process itself  

-Target groups according to time difference  

-Literature review  
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The thesis, in general, goes with four chapter and apart from whole structure separately 

consists of discussion and also conclusion part. The first chapter of introduction is based 

on the Tartu and to a better understanding of the historical aspects of Tartu itself to find 

better solutions for the future landscape possibilities. From the point of view, the 

knowledge related outcome shapes the questions that are in which I found out the 

connection with the future society needs. And in order to refer the ability of the research 

design the initial review from the Estonian 2030+ plans and documents were reviewed in 

order to claim what possibilities and routes can arise as a solution in order to better create 

structure that is based on the related data's and plans that have been published at different 

times during the last decade. 

Phase 1: Data Collection  

-Field visit 

-Literature review and different studies  explorations 

-Reference examples 

The second part is focused on the collection of data, where mostly English documents of 

general plans of Estonia country wide plan and also recently published Tartu 

comprehensive plan act 2030+ projection documents. The first part and the related design 

part were done in 2017. The data gathering information through different research 

techniques, design site observation, a collection of the Tartu landscape, sketches that both 

by hand and computer program used ones taking place specifically on the selected site and 

its surroundings. The main point of these techniques is to understand the current situation 

deeply in the context of setting of the study area; to highlight the better future how the 

current situation and possible future interventions along Tartu city can able to 

communicate with a common ground and they are currently interpreting their environment 

and how this can be illustrated into future. For instance, the  nature elements that  are 

shaping the overall Estonian style landscape elements were introduced to preserve the 

cultural background of the country and serve the design in terms of generating the system 

into time process because the elements that currently existing in the nature are the most 

relation of  how it can shape the future lifestyle in term of their daily life events to get a 

close focus into far away future needs is important for both local citizens, and future 

community living of eco-villagers recognizing particular details for their future life daily 
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activities. Although, the future is subjective and unpredictable, their aspects are crucial for 

the analysis' for the future communities that are will be using the design solutions. 

The thesis project follows the qualitative research design method which the research goal 

is at the understanding level of the context and the future settings for a particular chosen 

space reflecting future at a certain time so in this sense the neighbourhoods that are located 

and are developing according to future plan act of Tartu comprehensive plan. Moreover, 

the process of the research method requires enhancing the coming-up methods and plans 

with the meaning from all the data collected during the research that refers to the selected 

design field.  

Pointing out the qualitative research design, the main strategy is applied in this thesis 

project, and that is narrative research strategy. This is because it focuses the projection of 

the specific site and a close insight projection into future, creating the local value with new 

living standards, through the different solutions of the strategic scenario elements of 

Estonian level in Tartu level. Mentioning different sources, the research design in this 

thesis project allows to find out the key elements which generate new knowledge by 

''identifying the resources based on embedding all necessary structures of the future city 

itself.''' Key elements in the design solution of future cities in the example of the structure 

of the location itself. This will be further explained in the research examples sections. 

Firstly, understanding the current situation of the mundane space and its connectivity with 

the surrounding settlements by the support of the comprehensive plan and interpret into a 

creative design solution. Second inquiry focuses more on smart city solutions which 

collected from different sources with different data sets. Moreover, the process of this 

research s inductive in terms of design principles of the eco-village welfare idea that is to 

focus on future society norms. 

The application of the design itself that consists of several types of the lifestyle that applies 

to the village ecosystem and adding too many secondary others opposing system then that 

is a shared common one. Other than the common experience of social system nowadays 

well built but not enhancing the community collaboration when it comes to sharing and 

commuting with different individuals Without the experience of the transition from an eco-

village concept shows that to built ecological projects are often controversial and complex 

systems due to their linear system and recycling technological obstacles. (Wiberg,1998).  
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Even though, the system of the structure is hard to implement; eco-villages are nowadays 

existing and will be in the future too. The main source of the trends in Estonia have many 

varieties the mentioned scenario on the Estonian National Development plan 2030 + is 

about back to roots where the most Estonian lifestyle based on village system and relies on 

the agricultural activities. Without understanding the current trends of whole country needs 

is hard to point out the changes in the society in the future but can be challenging.  

According to design principles that are based on the principles of eco-village design 

concept of the thesis,'' man can show the relation to nature within different ways.'' is a key 

sentence to consider further routes. Focusing on the idea of different ways; a landscape 

architecture points put to nature as an object of something to be consumed or perceiving as 

a poetry.(Modern Park Design,1993 p.100).The importance of designing the area was 

undertaken to point out the Estonian nation but most importantly is that while 

consideration of the geographical and the material that has a significant meaning in the 

country rather than human beings itself that who has bonds with water, air, geographical 

conditions and what so ever.   

The form of supportive the idea of the design is to support the consideration of the tool 

from the nature that is based and already exists since the world as '' a meta '' serve to a 

human being that is created/ appeared /shaped itself since the life was started. The 

indication of nature thus the shaped the ''existing culture with its own tool'' by the time 

being and at the on-going time lapse referring to future in that sense. As a prediction of the 

landscape architecture can be over entailed the need for the major itself but cannot be 

pointless a little further goings-on prediction without understanding the core of the human 

interest in social interaction, hunger as a paradigm of survival instinct and overall of as 

whole point: individualist selfishness.  

Adaptation throughout the changes of the Estonian society has been always interesting if to 

focus on the historical background. Openness for the changes in the society can be hard but 

yet to point out the young generation and the shift into global world models may and will 

help to comply therefore is important to understand behavioural aspects of the upcoming 

generation.  

Adding too many features into the design such as various services and linkage between the 

surrounding environment is an option to diverse but preserve community collaboration in 

hospitality is the main key factor where especially the sharing one common environment 
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but with a  real cooperation of the interrelation connection between nature and the new 

challenges for society also. 

Thus, the focused point of the small site intervention through the landscape elements that 

brought from the cultural background of Estonia, leads to understand the future indication, 

at human scale, in terms of social value creation into the land where the local future 

inhabitants will integrate to whole living system by means of eco-village design that 

focuses during this thesis project ends by  integrating to whole city system.  
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Fig 6. Methodological diagram: Research-through-design-approach 
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3.1.Site research  

This chapter presents a brief overview of Tartu's current situation creates accessibility and 

inclusiveness about the evolution and revolution insight to future need. By evaluating the 

current situation of the space in Tartu context, the design emerges the case study for the 

research on experiences are set data as well as an exploration of the future role of the 

design site accessibility and inclusiveness within eco-village design principles. The chapter 

thus explores the '' the adaptability of an eco-village in Tartu landscape context.  

After the Estonian Republic reborn the fast developments were held to create a naming of 

the existing nation within the scope of experience into a new prosperity era. The coming 

city developments relatively consist of an old mixture of Russian Era building design 

principles remains even today its political identity, yet in the society. Even though, Estonia 

kept on struggling its own identity under the pressure major historical event of this 

unwanted era, proving itself as diverse and multicultural aspects of the society led the 

result of a re-born country.  

The ending of occupation and gaining the independence in 1991 and during this period, 

Estonia was faced a mass immigration of hundreds of thousands people relocate from other 

parts of the Soviet Union. During this period immigration was another effect of Soviet 

occupation where Estonia was devastated as fragile sensitive about their identity, where 

society re-identified itself from the previous social, political, economic in a diverse way. 

Contributing an increase of about a half million of population increase in last 5 decades 

Tartu was also a city where most population changes occur into a turning point. This 

notable population change is one the factor that the most recent numbers of population 

increase between 1970-1990. 
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Fig.7. The Statue in the landscape represents the Tartu population 

The re-born of Estonia followed by renovation and reconstruction phase in the country that 

was started and got its strength by joining the European Union in 2014. The potential 

impact of the trends on Estonian's spatial structure is altering the various growth of the 

knowledge-based economy and the determinant economic impacts are shaping the 

development of Estonia economy structure (settlement, infrastructure developments and 

the utilising the landscape). Due to circumstances are changing fast enough is the case of 

Tartu economy depends on the prospects of the representatives of younger age groups.  

Today Tartu is hosting many different nationality students at Tartu University with 

Estonian Life Science University are referring to as flux trends may burden the affect the 

opportunities for its economy services in its small scale.  

Based on the Estonia vision for 2030 represents the spatial developments will reinforce the 

facts about international economic competitiveness that can contribute to the spatial 

structure of shaping the Tartu city with the support of Estonia nation-wide ambitious. 

The 2030 vision points out in a spatial structure primarily distinguishing the environment 

and high-quality living environment in which network of urban communities that are well 

linked. The concept of low-density urbanisation is the key factor preserving the physical 

environments despite along the whole country. Tartu as low-density urbanised space 

differentiates from valuing all of these aspects by consisting of the international 

environment. Based on the diversity of ''Tartu today'' this research project concentrates on 

a case of an eco-village idea located between the two different facts: local scale 
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development phase alike in the type of new space characteristics that creates a living 

organisation by the related principles addressing to future society diversity 'aspects.  In the 

end, it is the physical appearance of the space and therefore the shaping its own variety of 

the community collaboration is thus will allow to access and include the different 

experiments by the future.  

3.2. Site location  

The design site of this thesis which is located rather an outskirt of Tartu is three kilometres 

away from the main city square-Raekoja plats. The site area-once excelling in a beautiful 

location with its surrounding mostly surrounded by birch trees on the river floodplain site. 

The main Emajõgi river bank creates the south border of the thesis area which is adjacent 

to proposed public green space on the comprehensive plan of Tartu. On the present day 

Tartu old town and riverbank area is mixed-use area; shaping the green network with 

cultural facilities such as restaurants, bars and for open public green spaces incorporating 

with some parks with historical sculptures and yet multiple university dormitory buildings 

in the surrounding. 

The design site is separated by a rock formation that is visible on the surface of the 

landscape. Rather than its isolated location of the design site, it is on the edge of the Tartu 

municipal borderline of now part of the residential area according to goings-on 

development activities.  

Some of the information's about that is collected from Estonian Land Board Geoportal 

points out that the proposed design site contains water, forest, arable land mostly covered 

with sand soil mix with peat soil and moorland. In terms of soil agricultural ability the type 

of the oil that covers the design site contains the moorland which is enough healthy soil 

according to their habitat and the types of vegetation that covers the land.  The soil type of 

the research area in terms of eco-village future agricultural activity is equivalent to create 

the future agricultural land in the design site.   
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Fig.8. The current situation has difficult issues. The entrance from the Aruküla street in the east and in the 

east-west entrance are obscure and difficult for cyclists. The main development phase of Kvissentali residents 

is under construction. New Development Kvissentali 34 street residents will play an exclusive role for the 

further development of the eco-village location. The proposed main road of eco-village then is adjacent to 

these further development of the residents and will get to access to eco-village side.  

 

The selected site is located in a newly developments residential area along the river bank 

of Emajõgi knows as mother river is shaping the Tartu landscape by a strong characteristic 

area. For this reason, the following section will describe the everyday activities that take 

place in the different residential areas and the river bank site and their effect on the 

characterization of future vibrant lifestyle.  
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3.3. Future typology-recreational activities  

As a consequence of all the technological changes that are going on through the time and 

especially in Estonia, the human interaction with environment needs a strong relation to 

overcoming with the negative effects human lifestyle such as modern life obstacles stress 

and connectivity throughout people. 

 Technology is, therefore, started somehow control the human interactions and updating 

the overall structure of the society by creating new experiences that are never experienced 

before. The nature that still relies on in our DNA's can like the only and unique bond to 

overcome if only humankind sustains the senses and its experience by preserving the bond 

with nature.  

Nowadays, we tend to forget the norms of being ourselves in terms of helping and sharing 

activities that were coded into our instinct since the human being evolution. It may be the 

sound too much utopian idea that likes to generate it with landscape norms and the design 

solutions but still, it is the core of understanding what is being expected in the future to 

happen. And that is pointed out to the core of the thesis in that sense more than design for 

human instead of design for the capitalist system requirements. Thus the analysing the new 

social norms can only and mostly can rely on the people that are still interested in 

preserving the idea that the most importantly land-human-good relation through the social 

norms and everyday social interactions with each other.   

Back to Estonian Environmental Strategy document and the core of the master thesis topic 

is that is mentioned before; the social and nature needs to be lead the future citizens that 

who have still preserved their ancestor's lifestyle even in utopian society forms.  

3.4.Land, accessible space 

The space, like the surroundings of the Tartu, are projects in the city-wide plan. They are 

designed for today's need by the owners of those capital-based commercial and residential 

zones that are projected on the recent plan that comes out. An additional way of thinking 

according to eco-village principles there is a process of change from the linear system in 

the current restructuring of society is based on technical-economical and social 

aspects.(Wiberg, 1998 p.1.). The method for this investigation site is a projection of the 

evaluation models of eco-village design and within the scope of this thesis that can be 
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traced the idea of Fresco 2007 bearing in mind that rearranging the society in any way the 

designer think and work.(Fresco 2007,p.6). 

The capacity of the world population is emerging for the things that affected the whole our 

planet system how limitation based on the environmental resources which mean that the 

population reduces the standard living for all.  On the short scope of our society nowadays 

separates the sources on a personal basis which seeks the differences to claim to have a 

bigger house, car and recently developed technological gadgets. 

 

Fig 9. Different types of soil map of Tartu including the research area soil type 

Based on these information's, the proposed design area leads to a question that is needed; 

'' How can be designed that the future agriculture activity of Tartu can be more accessible 

and inclusive in terms of creating new attractions point for the future diverse inhabitants?''.  

The purpose of the research is to give a view in the perspective of accessible and inclusive 

agriculture activity according to ecovillage principles within the city in order to enhance 

for the proposed future developments of Tartu city and its connection and by contributing 

to possible smart city solutions qua current technological developments by avoiding of 

human attraction conflicts into social and environmental cases.  

The eligibility of the thesis research based  on mostly the location that is needed to focus 

on the central position of the main square Raekoja plats but yet the future need for the eco-

village soil classification was the main thriven factor that shapes the future design of the 
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plants that has as much  nutrition as possible to understand the need for local inclusive 

agriculture  activities that based on  one of the main ideas of the ecovillage principles.  

Taking the advantage of the modern technology solutions for nature, at eco-village system 

might helped to build new energy efficient houses as possible, yet the idea of independent 

sustainable system in a harmony with nature will thus help to be more respectful through 

nature when it comes to polluting the world eco-system through human activities and even 

reducing the effect of human at the minimum level is  possible. 

3.5.Site interpretations 

Emajõgi promenade developments representative and the surrounding city space 

architecture appropriate. Shoreline design will be held by the organisation of architectural 

competitions. The port settlement on the river bank of Emajõgi shore promenade is needed 

to fully reconstruct and build a new one that fits with new buildings fitting with 

architectural needs and their functionality. Shoreline promenade development also refers to 

the need to preserve the green corridor of the shoreline green corridor that enrich the 

recreational activities on the shoreline.  

Architecture, as well as landscape competitions, needs to be involved to ensure that the city 

is presentable in terms of the outer space theme. The catchment area thus has been used 

also for the design of the research to be able to close to the river catchment area by visually 

accessible to the river side. 

Along with the reconstruction promenades Emajõgi shoreline areas also technical events 

and catchment establishments need to operate. By doing so, for the future flood risks are 

been eliminated at the lower risk. Ülejõe and its settlement areas need to be taken into 

account in the development of Emajõgi possible flood risk to prevent the future problems 

in the area.Even though the research design site is far from to get the flood risk, 2030 

climate change data need to take for the future design solutions for the eco-village site. 

The entire territory of the city is required to ensure that the areas of the high visibility, 

traceability greenery with the parks.  

Above mentioned design principles lead to the designated connection area of the city 

centre can also be designed in terms of shore immovable across borders and public water 

bodies Emajõgi is permanently connected to the shore by the support structure. 
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At Tartu comprehensive plan, the research area is not specifically mentioned but for the 

future flood risk factor, when it is needed to be studied for future about the area itself; 

recommendation for the area flood risk is needed to take into account for the future design 

renovations. 

The figure that below shows the elevation of the Kvissentali area. The range of the high of 

the area is adjacent Emajõgi river is between +2.00 -+2.75 metre which is relatively flood 

risk depending on the amount of precipitation. Current flood protection systems in the 

region area is limited, and the flood risk system is not configured to take up the risk at the 

large-scale of Emajõgi such as flood risk protection of flood risk management. 

 

Fig 10  Map shows the elevation model of Kvissentali area (Estonian Land board-Maaamet)  

Following design principles, interventions to improve the flood risk within the landscape 

of the region can be implemented in the design criteria's where the Emajõgi river will both 

serving for recreational activity and preventing the flood risk.   
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3.6.Reference examples 

This section of the thesis focuses on the precedent studies/examples, projects& plans and 

ideas that project the future in different places of the world that have been either examined 

for further understanding or proposed in terms of design interventions. Three reference 

studies are cited and took examples of the design interventions as a basic idea for the future 

existence of eco-villages application in Tartu.  

The research of this thesis has aimed the elements of eco-villages by making them 

recognizable in the relation to their alternative way experiences. The re-examination of the 

eco-village issue in terms of their interrelation between the nature  respect between 

sustainability subjects has helped to understand first, identify principles for designing 

based on different types of scaled projects, which are meant to projected upon the 

Kvissentali area of Tartu city to find the alternatives for the local and at the international 

level development.     

3.6.1.Community evolved, economy based and rebuilt The idea of 

Atatürk of ''Ideal Republic village'' in Turkey 

During the re-born of the Turkish republic, the establishment of a new country as apart 

from 700 century long-lasting of Ottoman Empire along the whole country new city 

developments which were connected to build a new nation was hard in terms of the 

economic situation. Overall Turkey, people were uneducated and most of the Turkish 

people were died during the historical cause of several wars to preserve the Anatolia as the 

Turks land as It was have been.  

The economy after the new Turkish Republic was built, did not represent the old wealthy 

Ottoman era merging the Turkish National Movement into a new-born Republic. 

Subsequently, introducing the new system and rules in a newborn country development by 

Atatürk, the father of the Turks, resulted in a way that since the new Turkish Republic was 

established in 1923 was a challenging between the both old regulations and rules while 

launching new economic system that fragmented in such a  huge territorial land of Turkey.   

The Ideal Cumhuriyet, the definition in Turkish as a republic, Village project has a circle 

layout plan. Around the small circle in the centre of the circle plan, four increasingly wider 

circles are added. The plan resembles as 'dart board'' at first sight. The four-part village 
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plan, which is gradually expanding in a spiral from the centre to the periphery, is divided 

into 6 ways outward from the centre.  

There are 43 different types of the buildings in the ''Ideal Cumhuriyet(Republic) Village 

Project 'maintained by the Turkish Historical Society, including school, mosque, village 

mansion, health centre, hotel-inn, children's horticulture, and factory. According to the 

plan, social facilities, tailors, groceries, barbers etc. will be located around the 'monument' 

to be built in the middle of the village.  

At the centre of the plan is ''a monument''. The ''Village Square'' is located immediately to 

the right of the centre. Village Square has ''Village Park'' and ''Children's Garden''. In the 

vicinity of the village Park and the Children's Garden, the playground, telephone, fire 

brigade, fountain, pool, and toilets are striking. To the right of the plan, there is a very wide 

tree on the outskirts of the outermost circle. On  the edge of the river at the end of the 

forest are mills to the north, and in the south, ''animal beet fields with age and dry clover'' 

are seen.' 'Animal Cemetery'' is on the upper right corner of the plan and '' Asri Cemetery'' 

is on the upper left corner. In the upper left corner of the plan,'' Lime and stone quarries'' 

are placed.  

 

Fig 11. Proposed Atatürk village example master plan  
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Some of the buildings that are remained in the plan of Atatürk's Ideal 

Cumhuriyet(Republic) village are mentioned beneath. 

1-School and Exercise Garden 

2-Teacher's House.  

3-People's Chamber 

4-Village Mansion 

5-Guest Room 

6-Reading Room 

7-Conference Hall  

8-Hotel Han 

9-Children's Garden  

10-Village Park 

11-Telephone Centre and Village Supremacy 

12-Village tavern with radio equipment  

13-Midwife and healthcare centre 

14-Agriculture office  

15-Animal health rescue team and its office building 

16-Social institutions  

17-The Museum of Agriculture and slaughter house 

18-Youth Club 

19-Hammam, Turkish Bath  

20- Steam room 

21-Village Atrium place  
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22-Religious Building 

23-Infirmary 

24-Cooperatives 

25-Village Shops 

26-Sports area 

27-Breeding chicken, Rabbit and Bee stations  

28- Breeding Barn(stallion Taurus)  

29-Canary 

30-Dairy 

31-The Mills  

32-Factory  

33-Cemetery  

34-Animal Cemetery 

35-Lime, stone, brick  and tile stoves  

36-Clover and animal beet field  

37-The forest and nature areas  

38-Village fertility  

39-  Animal shelter 

40-Market Place and Food storage Lodge 

41-Stimulation station  

42-Fairground place  

43- Electric transformer station  
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Atatürk' s Ideal Cumhuriyet (Republic) Village was not only for Turkey scale case but also 

it could be a project which can be transferred into all kind of different scale and even to the 

future world. Even though the whole Ideal Republic Village was not drawn by the founder 

of Turkey, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the overall project on the media and in the scripts 

pointed out in which the idea comes from him. 

During Turkey re-development phase; the first years of new Turkish Republic period, there 

have been many city development plans that were made by the foreigner city planners 

including the Turkish urban designer. Due to lack of writing materials, this village project 

is the social project that based on the rural development of several villages in Turkey. 

In the development phase of the city and villages of Turkey after the republic established 

the development projects and the ideas within the project projects carried out by the several 

development phases from the Turkish government at that time. The Ideal Republic Village 

development was studied by the village office of Trakya, a delta region of north-west of 

Turkey, general Inspectorate association and were decided to implement the plan into that 

region. The decision was taken in order to implement the plan.  

Currently, the idea of the village plan architecture/urban planner or landscape architect 

remains unknown as well as controversial due to lack of documentation of Turkey 

archives.  

Even though the author seems unknown, it is claimed and written and explained only as 

one paragraph that the Trakya General Inspectorate village bureau officer and the manager 

Kazim Pasa was taken a part of the documentation of the plan by the support of personal 

interest for the village development case in that association. Kazım Pasa; the only person 

by that time that who mentioned the plan on the documentation phase as mentioned in the 

plan document that ''all trademark of the project is preserved''. Later on in 1937, the plan 

was made for the Ideal Republic Village Example and was referred to given a copy of the 

plan to Afet Inan, one of the first woman historian of  Turkish Republic and also one of the 

eight adopted child of Atatürk, She mentioned the details of the ideal republic village plan 

in her books . The assumption about this Ideal Republic Village was suggested which was 

pointed out the overall structure of the village in her book.(Inan,1978,p.56). As known 

from the several documentation is that this well-known idealist project was never built in 

real life. 
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Many studies and illustrations have been made and developed about Atatürk Ideal 

Republic village in order to establish a new example model for Turkish city planning 

which afterwards inspire city planner and architects. The Ideal Republic village idea aimed 

to state a new spatial plan at the social level as well as a new identification of the new 

nation that was created by the father of Turks '' Atatürk'' right after the collapse of the 

Ottoman Empire.  

It meant to be a strong impact on the spatial impact on the facilities of the village outcome 

in terms of reflecting the design into society life style to bring a cultural change and 

regeneration at the local people of the village around the new Turkish Republic.  

The Ideal Republic Village of Atatürk, a strategically important idea that stimulates the 

process of Ottoman Empire converting into the new Turkish Republic a remarkable 

cultural change and regeneration of the heart of Anatolia life style.  

3.6.2.Ebenezer Howard's Garden City Movement  

The Garden City Movement is a method that was initiated by Sir Ebenezer Howard in the 

United Kingdom in 1898. During the 20th century, town planners used the principles of 

modern urban planning theory. The Garden City Movement was aimed to overcome the 

negative effects of urban areas problems such as social and physical obstacles that area 

appeared after the Industrial Revolution in the Western cities. Nowadays, these principles 

are still accepted, but in the beginning , there were identified as the urban utopians.  

Ebenezer Howard Garden City Movement is thus one of the leading ideas of the urban 

planning history timeline.  

Howard's  idea becomes well-known in the urban planning history with the Garden City 

theory His idea has been transformed and practised in common urban city planning and 

city zoning in contemporary cities.  

Garden cities were planned in a way that the self-sufficient garden city communities 

surrounded by the idea so called '' green belts'' consisting of the areas of residences, 

agriculture and industrial work places.  

Howard's Garden City idea was an outcome of the solution and physical problems of 

industrial cities and yet was also the outcome of the searching for a new alternative way of 

society.  
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Fig 12. Ebenezer Howard Garden City Movement Administration diagram& landlords rent system   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garden_city_movement#/media/File:Diagram_No.5_(Howard,_Ebenezer,_To-

morrow.).jpg  

 

Fig 13. Ebenezer Howard Garden City Movement landlords rent system   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garden_city_movement#/media/File:Diagram_No.4_(Howard,_Ebenezer,_To-

morrow.).jpg 
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According to the alternative way of society, this master thesis project fits the most with the 

Garden City movement in terms of searching new way of creating the eco-village within 

the urban sprawl that is first will be recognized in Tartu city scale. Although  the central 

districts of Howard's Garden City and thesis project eco -village have different historical 

and geographical  backgrounds, the measured  Garden City structures, including the 

physical indicators of area proportion and plot per capita , exposes similarities on 

landscape creation criteria's of land use of eco-village types of housing, transportation and 

ecological aspects within the whole thesis project area which serve a unique reference for 

land-use structure of Tartu future urban sprawl.  

The key principle of the Howard's Garden Cities is depended on the essential to understand 

the planned concerned pattern of this city plans. The towns would be self-governed, 

managed by their citizens who have the interest to develop them and on the hand financed 

by the ground rents. The land destiny, in other words, depends on the group of trustees and 

to their citizens. In this point, eco-village development idea matches with this movement in 

order to create the peaceful living environment. Inspired by the utopian novel 'Looking 

backwards' and Henry George's work Progress and Poverty, the garden movement plan is 

planned buildings and planned green spaces between , with the housing, commercial 

activities and recreational activities of recreational purpose within the walk able distance 

was the other principle of this cities.  

The idea of Ebenezer Howard is spread to Europe and the United States where we can see 

from the satellite zoom into residential suburbs that are supported by the individually own 

houses and local industries that are unable to provide enough employment for the 

inhabitants, many of whom commute to work in larger centres.   

The progress of urbanization in term of understanding the development phases of the cities 

e.g. environmental pollution, traffic congestion are the backbones of the urban 

development's encouraged people to find new solutions and implement in the urban 

planning processes. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the notion of the Garden city 

Movement and Howard's theory in order to consider the urban planning process of our 

cities nowadays. The practice of this movement has been recognized as the modern urban 

planning and town-county magnet to debate the general changes within the city itself and 

to improve the residential areas' living condition with the advantage of the urbanized living 

spaces.  
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As mentioned above, understanding the Howard's Garden city movement and the design 

application, at this point, given the core of the idea while creating this master thesis project 

which is related also to the spread of the Garden cities and the geometrical design of the 

eco-village concept idea. After 100 years of Howard's Garden city Movement can be wide-

spread applied at different scale city planning process relatively at Estonian scale. 

 

Fig 14. An image of Garden City concept by Ebenezer Howard 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garden_city_movement#/media/File:Garden_City_Concept_by_Howard.jpg 
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3.6.3.Kibbutzim : an example of social participatory example-Israel 

A similar idea that thrives this research design thesis where the new society is shaped 

during the city development phase according to a comprehensive plan of Tartu at the future 

drift at the proposed time at 2030. One of the lifestyle and social interaction that based on 

communities equality based on economic factors which are presented in the Israel example 

of Israeli  Kibbutzes. These voluntary communities are built in the 20th century based on 

the level of income equality organisational level.  

The idea is quite simple at both analyses of Kibbutzes' choices of the organisational form 

and the communities member's decisions. The member's decisions shape the organisational 

society whether to leave of experience the ''nature determinates equality lifestyle''.  

The many studies and evaluation findings have projected alone this social intervention 

across the communities that are the most productive members are likely to leave whether 

the Kibbutzes are likely to choose a higher level of economic income equality.  It is 

possible to understand from the data are a simple model insurance help to consist of 

staying members along these communities where the understanding of the social impact 

turns out as being seeing an advantage at their realisation and understandings.  In contrast 

with the Kibbutzes strategies that is the core of the lifestyle at these communities, broader 

level the study of these communities finds out that how moral hazard and negative impact 

can relate in an organisation such as creating a partnership and inside co-operatives alone 

the community level. (Abramitzky, 2006). 

The Israeli Kibbutz is a sort of puzzle for our nowadays economist. The current capitalist 

system which is represented in our modern society is more related to the open market 

economy since in the Kibbutz community' non-market institutions are presented expect 

few based on income economy through the members of Kibbutz.  Apart from our modern 

economic structure, such marginal institutions cannot long lasting hence Kibbutz' 

productive individuals are persistent along their successful economic methods from the 

20th century. Today, this historical movement has over 120.000 members along the 

different territories in Israel approximately 268 Kibbutzes. (Abramitzky, 2006 p.1.). 
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A  general model of Kibbutz are a fragmented framework society that provides a planned 

economy with single consumption good which is from this point helps and bring the 

society into equality.  

More specially, the factors of the Kibbutzes members contribute their own private property 

which is focused on the individualist decision about to leave or stay in the community.   

 

Fig 15. An example of Kibbutzim society village-Nahalal, Israel  

In the case of the budget constraint, their production where the individuals remain in the 

Kibbutzes is providing the system as whole in these societies to be apart from the 

coexistence capitalist environment of our modern society.   

By the workflow of the society, the approach to levels of income equality can be kept 

optimal in which is leading thus to more voluntary function society.  

The data that is taken from 1983 across the Kibbutz shows that during this period were still 

preserving its own full income equality and major reforms from outside world were not 

respectively implemented. Mid-1990's the data shows that the membership through the 

Kibbutzes was increased over time the decreased dramatically were remained in 1993 even 
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back to 1967 level. The former Israeli parliament member Gesher Haziv opinion and 

addressing sentence along the start of the privatisation in Israel were then a clear 

understandable reason the fall of the member number relation through the Kibbutzes were 

left the individualistic property based the equal society membership was no longer the 

same as it used to be.  
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4.CHAPTER 4 : DESIGN CONDITION AND MODELS  
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This chapter interweaves the different types of design landscape approach to eco-village 

experience and the different interest of stakeholders thus Tartu Municipality and future 

eco-villagers and the spatial restrictions to show and illustrate the desired model. The main 

focus of this chapter is that the outcome of the design of the eco-village according to 

examples that were evaluated in the previous chapter in relation to the problems and the 

research. The re examination of the relation between the accessibility and eco-village 

experiences have helped to identify principles for designing based on different type of eco-

village models, which are now projected upon Kvissentali area to find an alternative way 

of thinking of how the future of Tartu city may look like.  

Following from the theoretical explanation in chapter 2, there are two models of Eco-

Village Design emerged. The distinction of this two type of Eco-Village concepts: Eco-

max and Eco-Light can be a completely personal interpretation of the design principles that 

emerged during this research design project. Spaces of these eco-village types can be 

private with access for limited number of users; but also can include also other different 

types of methods according to technological changes in the future that enhance the 

publicness and inclusiveness of further Tartu city development  phases that may  require to 

change in a certain way of  city comprehensive plan or  Estonian Spatial  Plan 2030+.  

4.1.Emerging points  

The previous chapter has pointed the different types of examples from different locations 

in the world that based on eco-village theme that the different types of publicness of space 

that has different theory based case study towards several landscape patterns which affect 

the social living standards based on well-being.  

The research question of this chapter is below:  

What can design principles of eco-village improve the city space design in Tartu according 

to 2030 strategies? 
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Fig 16.  Site of intervention-contextual location 

As mentioned and explained above in the previous chapters, the method that is taken as a 

basis for finding out examples where the design towards shaping the landscape from the 

several perspectives lead more knowledge about the ecovillage principles for Tartu. In the 

thesis project the most important point is that research and design cannot consider apart 

from each other either sequential ones; but rather design and research in a specific point 

met and overlapped, till the idea that shaping a new landscape that is designing becomes 

part of the research and the other way around. Research through design opens up the 

different fragmentation of the landscape into different solutions and new approaches along 

the Tartu in order to include and access as much as possible and points out to future. 

Therefore, the design part of this thesis project involves exploration of the diverse elements 

that can be a great challenge and potential which can be seen a new possibilities for the 

future citizens of Tartu in term of how to deal environments aspects  at the global scale in 

other terms to guide how to deal with obstacles for the future generations. 

At this point, the two different scenarios like optionally based design approaches of ideas 

of research focus is presented and illustrated, opened for future ideas, debates, any type of 

discussions and solutions that can be offered.  

The final design outcome does not develop into a certain result which can be open to any 

different type of smart city implementation and also demographical or typology changes 
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along the time difference; the approaches are at the different design level and the strategies 

are kept open to debate and discussions through the time as the Tartu city development 

phases are cancelled or changed through time. 

In order to illustrate the two different scenarios like the design and how to get to the point 

for better design explorations, a more detailed site is selected in order to create a design 

place of the outskirt of Tartu. The approaches of the design remain for all types of optional 

design based on eco-village concept with different interventions and design elements in 

order to find common interest for the better design which can be suitable for the future 

local communities. Thus, the design interventions are placed along the outskirt of Tartu 

according to the chosen site from the Tartu comprehensive plan of Tartu 2030+ because 

the overall thesis projects and consider the future development from its own unbiased and 

neutral perspective in which two different scenarios for  communities are focus to evolved 

and interpret the future Tartu's residential development and land shaping.  

In order to illustrate the two approaches in this thesis and to have more understanding 

about the area; explorations, a more detailed site of study along the Kvissentali and the 

eco-village site is selected. The site is set a prototype of the eco-village interpretation with 

Tartu strategic plan document and also Estonian Strategy plans which refer to come up 

with a solution for these two type of eco-village approaches. The design at the common 

interest is still considered the same at some points while the design detailed plans were 

made and placed in the same location because that is compared to two different 

communities in which serves the common ground interest. 

Another point is to initiate the ideas is a step towards increasing the public awareness in 

order to understand how the local municipality as a stakeholder can fulfil the space serving 

at the common ground for the future citizens of Tartu city. The outcome of this point will 

be explained more in the discussion and conclusion part.  
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Fig 17.  Topographical elevation changes and its relation to surrounding for eco-village site.  

2030, thirteen years beyond, will show other situation than it is as nowadays. Due to 

economic and technological changes through the time lapse, as we live in today, will be 

over and continuously unwanted changes will influence our future generation faster than 

we think for the moment. Due to unavoidable changes in the climate change can cause the 

border and diplomatic chaotic system in order to preserve the people's lifestyle as how it is 

at our current ''still'' safe lifestyles.  

The emerging topics of the eco village in which like more sustainable approaches at any 

level of the different sectors need to illustrate from today to have better understandings to 

care for the future generations.  Thus, the below sections for the ideal design principles are 

represented in this design project in order to show the capability of the landscape 
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architecture can go beyond the border with the eco-village idea that finds its common 

ground at Estonian level in Tartu.  

After focusing on different models of eco-village examples the choice for preferred site 

based on the future interventions that are on the local level and the external connections of 

the area, the following sections has the explanations of three different types of proposal 

design on the area that is chosen to project  and to answer the research question is followed 

by the master plan of the design.  Several parts of the plan are followed by detailed design 

and referring to complete design is evaluated at the end of the conclusion part that is the 

end of this thesis.  

-ECO-Max  

-ECO-light  
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4.2.Approach 1: Eco-max 

The first approach is based on the selected site and the design principles that take the core 

of the idea as being the separation from its context in terms of elements that create the 

function through the whole system. The objective of this approach is both establish the 

design solution through the site within its context one common space but separate from the 

principles that are implemented.  

Eco-Max is the first version of the proposed plan for this thesis project. It is one of the 

versions of this thesis project covering the eco-village principle at the maximum level that 

is the method for a good start of the selected location in Tartu. From a larger perspective of 

the master plan of this thesis project, whole buildings are based on the design that can be 

supported with the following version of other the eco-village type.  

In this version, the most focus point is to keep the design principle at the maximum level 

due to understanding the city space as it challenges the density in terms of design elements 

at the larger scale. 'The maximum level' meaning of the basic life needs which is combined 

with between human and the landscape elements that are helped to identify principles for 

eco-village designs based on different types of street functions e.g. LED lightning ,car park  

with  electric devices of the future villagers and welcoming the outside visitors which are 

projected upon the Kvissentali area to find the  best alternative solutions where also can be 

beneficial for the commercial activities that can be held in the gathering  place.  

The focused model can be completely private area; it can also be a new attraction with 

access for an unlimited number of visitors with limited village users; space also represent 

with limitations of smart city implementation in the landscape integrated such as LED 

lighting that only follows the space users when it is needed to light the space with its own 

solar panel charged batteries that are referring to accessibility and publicness in a certain 

way or completely open with the surrounding landscape that is adjacent to Emajõgi river 

bank. A surrounding greenery is a place where is mentioned that is based on public 

greenery space onto the spaces that are marked in the master plan. The Emajõgi river 

limiting zone is 100 Meter where it took consideration while the new adjacent road 

continues as the adjacent development phase of Kvissentali residents in order to adapt the 

master plan that is made of GPK Partnerid company. 
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Fig 18.  The LED lighting design and the inner bike route lighting improvement 

In the ECO max model option, the Kvissentali would keep its own private entity 

throughout the village citizens with its unique society components with the design 

elements from the eco-village principles that is consisting single and multiple family 

housing and the facilities that which are semi-private accessible for those whose are 

visiting the place for recreational activities. 

The future eco-village inhabitants are the ones who are shaping mostly the landscape and 

the residential activities with their own initiatives to sustain the diverse usage that is from 

the outsider's visitors. The choice is depending on the eco-village users whether the eco-

village factors are open for the visitors aiming the local urban fabric that is been created by 

the eco-village users.  

The choice for the preferable model for the Kvissentali area is based on the factors that are 

shaped by the surrounding Kvissentali residence development in the Tartu urban fabric of 

the outskirts of the city and the local pattern of the users of the area. In contrast to its 

current isolated condition at the north edge of Tartu city centre, the current Kvissentali area 

is now one of the most recent private house owner areas of  Tartu city ,as mentioned in the 

urban fabric. Because of the dense structure of Tartu city centre, the area is still close to the 

nature-like landscape which is preserved its own landscape structure.  
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4.2.1. Future street typology 

As a consequence of demographical changes in Tartu all the residential areas and the urban 

developments are being re-considered that Tartu went through and especially along the 

Kvissentali area of study represents strong major changes at a local level that shapes 

everyday street life and the research area neighbourhoods'.  

Introducing design principles of eco-villages are at the different sections are based on the 

data obtained from research reference exploration from predictable future developments 

for the local residential users and eco-village users. A homogenous culture and type of 

living are no longer existed due to Europe immigration legislations and Estonia has taken 

part during that changes at European level and affected by locally. Each district of Tartu 

has its own culture semi-preserved but still multi cultural level due to as being called future 

student city of Estonia.  All these different types of communities are shaped at Eco Village 

Max option as well as the other proposed option for the site. 

 

Fig 19. The design of a new connection for cyclists through the area with the axis to  

Emajõgi river side  
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Each cycling route that is through the area enhance the connection with the surrounding 

road connection on the side which literally surrounds the whole area. This means cyclists 

do not have to think to go through the whole area.  

Moreover, the reason for the cycling route on the main green area which is on the Emajõgi 

river side, at the same time, makes possible to reach river side with the motion of the 

cyclists and makes the experience of water for the cycling route flow.  

 

Fig 20.The Kvissentali area in the spatial context of the eco-village max type cycling routes  

The feature of eco-village settlement is described by Wiberg(1998) in the sense that 

experience takes place at the place of common gathering place which I important for 

sharing by all households to organize community activities. Adjacent to common gathering 

place as mention by Wiberg(1998) the commercial activities which in eco-max type is the 

plant nursery place brings the advantage for the new economic system in the eco-max.  

The middle square for the meeting, socializing is located in the centre of the eco-village 

where the diverse activities might happen stimulate the human interaction and allowing for 

concerts or gathering in the main square. By creating a clear space for cyclists route that is 

in between space and the pedestrians space through texture of solar panel pavement refer to 

energy saving purposes for the entire eco-village Max site.  
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The main parts of the space is designed to be used a public space, but within the public 

space some Estonian landscape elements were located nearby, a small space for singing 

and concert activities as having the bonfire with the eco-village inhabitants, a common 

main square for each inhabitant of eco-village and also for the visitors of the site.  

 

Fig 21. Social interaction place in the middle and main square section   

The environmental behaviour is translated during the ecovillage that is built along 

Kvissentali, the street welcomes both communities from the surrounding where ethnic 

different identities to meet and where a mixed of the group get to together at this special 

territory of  Tartu. 
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Fig 22. A picnic area for outside visitors; interaction place for local citizens. A swing referring to simulation 

of Estonian landscape elements 
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4.2.2.Master Plan  

 

Fig 23. The design of a new connection for cyclists and surrounding greenery and the entrance from the 

adjacent Kvissentali 34 street line with an axis to improve the accessibility towards Emajõgi  

The plan aims to transform the site and under developing part of the city , Kvissentali, 

avoid, occupied by mundane space, a water retaining dyke system, and an eco-village 

meeting point, into a new lifestyle of the district, reconnecting with the rest of the Tartu, 

which flanks it on the city centre side.  

The current state of Kvissentali, in which the public space design limits certain users in 

taking part of the common space, like the adjacent developed resident Kvissentali street 

that has lack of public space. In this model, the connections are improved for better 

accessibility and space is designed in order to enhance bike routes and to sustain diverse 

usage of greenery that surrounds the area.  

Such a greenery space in between the Emajõgi river is for example for the sport and 

recreational activities that are introduced to master plan of Eco-max type.  
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In this project is envisioned eco-village principles as a linking and regenerative tool for 

Tartu, converting a mixture of landscape elements that are visually applied on the several 

pictures that are fragmented urban elements for future citizens of Eco-Max, not only for 

the location itself but also for neighbourhoods of Tartu, into a new diverse, and well 

connected cycling routes and by road connection.  

The framework of the cycling routes is surrounded by pedestrian and partly connected 

vehicular roads that lead to solar cabins. The roads for public transport is thus for buses 

that connect the site with the rest of the city.  

 

Fig 24. Bus station; pavement made by solar panels with cycling plots. A moderate simulation of stones on 

the landscape referring to Estonian natural landscape 

The transport facilities are meant to be designed with a smart implementation that for 

instance when a passenger needs to get a bus to city centre, smart phone connection to 

main Tartu bus centre recognise the signal and the bus comes according to the number of 

the users. The crossing boulevards are planted with an Oak tree that presents the national 

tree of Estonia due to keeping the idea of ''back to the roots'' that was mentioned above at 

Estonian environmental strategic plan. 

 The visual appearance of Oak trees focuses more to create a bond back again with nature 

not only on the site but also with the surrounding neighbourhood. Within these elements, at 

the very heart of the ecovillage, the fireplace , that is the traditional way of ancient 
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Estonians, will be a meeting and socialize point for the future inhabitants of Eco-Max. 

Within these landscape elements, a homogeneous solar cabin block will be a new way of 

accommodating the future Eco-Max citizens with the mixture of single families and also 

for the parental families.   

 

Fig 25. Master plan of Kvissentali residences and the research design site of eco-max type 

4.2.3..Design of new connections with Tartu 

With the new route of cyclists, the entire area from the north side and adjacent 

development site Kvissentali 34 allows to cyclists from both sides. This means that it is 

possible to make the whole area with the bike as well as a pavement that surrounds the 

biking routes. The design how a complete rethinking the street-wise cycling route to 

address the benefit of cyclists through the area. The challenge here is , as well as in the 

eco-light type, the motion of the cyclists converted into smart technological LED lights 

where the action of the cyclists goes through the area.  

Moreover, the design challenge is also bike route that is close to gathering square is 

covered with a solar panel to get produce electricity for the rest of eco-village max 

inhabitants.   
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More new technologies can be implemented in the future if it is needed. This means 

cyclists do not have to worry about cycling through the area cause the LED lighting system 

will allow them 7/24 hour lighted route in terms of smart technological approaches along 

the area.  

 

Fig 26. Proposed design, Kvissentali residences and the research design site of eco-max  

The northern connection through a little-curved bike path can still be connected to the side 

even though there is a bus stop that I used for local inhabitants. The bus station is meant to 

be better suited with stone surrounding that makes the speed of pedestrians and pavements 

continues directly from the bike road side into eco village fibre towards the Emajõgi river. 

With the new route, cyclists enter the area from the north not just one sided bike lines as it 

was considered in Kvissentali street. This means that it is possible to design a reach to eco-

max type housing till where it ends to the Emajõgi River greenery space. The slope in the 

eco-village area is ranging between  ±31.00&±33.00 meter above Emajõgi River which is 

considered %6 slope adaptable for cycling routes. 
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Fig 27. The design of new connection for cyclists and the entrance from north side of the area 

4.2.4. Space for landscape& landscape elements& building conditions 

In terms of eco-village design reality the types of the building needed to be shaped as 

different from each other. But in the research area, the building that is showing as an 

example for the future trends is drawn as the idea of  ''solar cabin'' where consists of the 

whole roof structure are covered with solar panels to overcome to loss of the energy and to 

sustain the building energy needs at maximum level.  

The planting boxes that are situated on the south side of each building is meant to be a tool 

for the cooling system to overcome the greenhouse gas release to the atmosphere.  

By doing so the building is kept its own energy during the winter times when it is cold and 

in the summer time to lower the heat effect around the house.  
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Fig 28. Sample of a single family house detail 3D picture eco-max type 
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Fig 29. Presence of the greenery and the eco-max master plan with the surrounding greenery  

The surrounding greenery of eco village requires different types of space that can be fully 

appealing to different users for recreational activities. The cycle path that connects from 

the northern side of the area is the choice for everyone who can visit can more through 

Emajõgi river side. The design of the gathering square adjacent place has also an open field 

where it is located in the centre of the village. This place separated from the place where 

bonfire -concert stage with the plenty of green space referring to Estonians free space 

interest. The goal, as identified from the personal experience during Estonians interest to 

personal space and individualism. 

The forest-like space on the east side of the eco village was kept as for how it is now to 

preserve the greenery on the surroundings. 
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Fig 30. Sample of a parental family house detail 3D picture eco-max type 

The whole site of Kvissentali were consists of different types of residential housing and is 

mostly recent resident development outskirt of Tartu city. The research design site is right 

in the middle of the meeting point of the Kvissentali old residential housing where it meets 

with the Emajõgi river bank.  

The space in between the river bank side and research design site is proposed as public 

green area according to Tartu 2030+ comprehensive plan. The main design of the eco-

village in the research area is focused on the surrounding public green area where it gives 

an advantage for the future resides citizens where they can use this green space for the 

recreational purposes.  
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4.2.5. Detailed design 

Eco-max approach, in this chapter that is explained before, has special elements that have 

been converted from the specific Estonian landscape elements. 

 The homogenous type of the solar cabins there are designed specifically for this site has 

its unique centre where the social interactions and happenings bonfire space are the core of 

the whole site. In the site, creating this value by the Estonian traditional way of society 

nowadays has its unique value. In the Eco-max type of eco village, it is also considered and 

provides the perfect interface between social and landscape interventions through the 

design. The public areas while providing a gathering and picnic area facility for the site 

visitors, the single family housing as well as the parental housings are enhancing the idea 

of gathering places by their semi-fenced free private gardens. 

 Each type of the single and parental housing, thus each solar cabin, have their own 

greenhouse to produce their own crops in each plot.  The other grass roof structure is for 

the storage house mostly can be seen in typical Estonian village of rural area housing in the 

rural or urban area.  

This building is meant to be a storage house in the cold winter after harvesting the crops of 

the autumn etc. to keep the good when the cold winter conditions stars. 

 Each house has this green-roof structure building in each solar cabin house adjacent to the 

green house.  

Another element of each solar cabin plot, each house has their own storage house to keep 

the local garden products fresh and safe from the local animal during the winter time as 

well. The idea of the storage house has been taken from the previous observation through 

old way of Estonian storage house in which the door is made of stone and the roof is 

covered with the grassland where the house itself is partly visible at the housing plots.  
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Fig 31. View of a street division of road and different uses of eco cabins-eco max type 

In all gardens, instead of fully fences, walls, gates, conifer trees are used to divide space 

between each solar cabin. The idea is to keep the solar cabin plots are free as possible to 

enhance the social interaction with the neighbours at a moderate level. The cycling paths 

are designed to encourage for the local cyclists and make the local users more feel 

environment-friendly.  

Another soft boundary between the local gathering bonfire space and the pavement through 

the solar cabins borders are at the same level landscape without any obstacle on the 

pavement level to provide the perfect accessibility for the possible disable users and 

citizens of an eco-village.  
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Fig 32. View of windmills  detail 3D picture on the site 

4.3. Approach 2: Eco-Light  

The land is fragmented into small properties for each solar cabin at the eco-light type of 

eco village, and the average plot for each solar cabin houses generally follows the same 

principles as it was in the eco max type that is above mentioned.  

Different from the eco max type the overall plan is made only for the single family house 

and doesn't consist any parental housing due to low population rate of Estonia.  

The rent of the master plan of an eco-light type consists only one person suburban living 

unit where the size of the house is 200 m2 for each with covered outside material of a 

typical Estonian style wooden house. In terms of eco-friendly approach through the 

ecovillage, the materials that are used to build the wooden façade of the buildings, the local 

materials area needed to use to eliminate the carbon emission of transporting them from the 

other cities of where so ever.  

Each solar cabin has from and backyard in each plot divided for the electrical car park. The 

electric car charging point is marked on the master plan of the Eco-light type due to future 

emission restriction to avoid CO2. Because of  Estonian population growth is below zero 

rates there is no child included family in this scenario of the eco-light type of eco-village. 

Due to that reason, all houses in the ecovillage is designed for single family conditions.  
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The changes on the economic level, as well as the energy consumption, thus is lower 

comparable with eco-light. To eliminate the negative effect of the single family lifestyle 

the bonfire place and the surrounding lighting is designed differently than eco-max with 

more open space for the cultural activity place and gathering place for the future 

inhabitants of the area.  

The smart LED lighting of the street lighting is the same as eco max and all lights are open 

due to arrangement of the energy consumption rate allows keeping the lights open during 

the night time.  

The future smart pavements of the eco village lighting are always on as well to compensate 

the energy usage for the whole area. The general conditions of eco-light thus are more 

relevant to overcome the CO2 emission rate lowering compare to the eco max. 

4.3.1. Future street typology 

 

Fig 33. Social interaction place in eco-light type  

The street structure of eco light version of the eco village does invite people more and it is 

needed in terms of more cooperation with neighbours than the previous version. In eco 

light type the fences along the solar cabins are partly existing in order to not to create a 

border in terms of to have more private space but aiming to create the neighbour 

importance than the parental housing type of eco village.  
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Some parts are still fenced surrounding of the houses to deliver the same amount of the 

garden per each person. 

The greenery along the solar cabin still remains the same and also for private use.  

Hence the design provides good conditions for the people to walk, cyclists have not been 

forgotten to enhance the connectivity with the surrounding sidewalks and main Aruküla 

street. 

4.3.2.Master Plan  

Ecovillage design is a new field that is converted mostly to urban sprawl but mostly not 

mentioned on the application of the master plan of the city wide. Ecological principles to 

the development of human ecosystems, which we talk today urbanized cities, in order to 

achieve sustainability all over the whole village structure.(Wang & Hu 1996). 

Many ecological oriented eco-villages have started from the sustainability point of view 

emerging to low impact lifestyles due to world 'ecological footprint'' in order word CO2 

emission reducing goals. City infrastructures in design-wise are developing by new 

technological developments to overcome such this main problems within the cities.  

Another important aspect for the eco-villages is that socially motivated communities where 

the social dimension as their major focus among all inhabitants of the eco-villages. In this 

way, it is aimed to improve the ability to live together in common sense.  

Such a solution arose in this thesis project to scatter the problem and to challenge the new 

way of notions to think about the recent sustainable eco-friendly approach at Tartu city 

scale where can be an example for the future developments. The design in this type of eco-

village light shows a complete challenging way of thinking where the demographical 

changes are to corporate such a way that 'eco-light' type occurs. 
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Fig 34. Master plan of Kvissentali residences and the research design site of eco-light type  

4.3.3..Design of new connections with Tartu  

 

Fig 35. Cycling route connection of the site, eco-light type  
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Just as the design challenge in the eco-max type earlier, the eco light type in this design 

above about the cyclist's route in the design were taken into account. The master plan of 

eco light shows the same design principles at the eco-max type according to the design 

elements and design style. The essential point for the cyclist was differed in between the 

road connections through few areas where the car road was narrowed down and the bike 

route was expanded into wider. So the eco-light inhabitants here were supposed to be 

young single family demography are able to use experience within the area. But rather than 

bike route widening the current accessibility and the routes of the new connections with 

Tartu city and the eco light village site were kept the same at the master plan level. The 

current situation of the accessibility and the limited accessibility of for instance the 

Kvissentali residents in that sense, thus, were made stronger with new connections of the 

roads/bike routes turning the eco village principles at the right level.  

4.3.4. Space for landscape& landscape elements& building conditions 

 

Fig 36.  Proposed design, Kvissentali residences and the research design site of eco-light  
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4.3.5. Detailed design 

 

Fig 37. Sample picture of a single family house garden design of eco-light type 

Each house was purposed to have a private car. Eco light type especially the traffic 

constraints and the usage of the cars will relatively less compared to the parental type eco 

max. Along the master plan, some of the car roads narrowed down in order to provide 

more sidewalks and bike routes.  

Hence, the design must provide good conditions for people to walk to sit and to talk to 

keep the design conditions where the landscape has an impact on the communities living 

and force to communicating purposes on the site. Gehl 2006, argues that within the central 

space in between the building, the activities that take place are considered 'necessary' 

activities. This idea of Gehl 2006 , empowered to go beyond the design principles but at 

the human-being level where in the future lack of communicating might have incorporate 

movement between the people. Not only the design but the landscape itself has much 

impact on the people living physical comfort but also the landscape in that matter indeed 

effects.  
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Fig 38.  Detailed design objects on eco-light version 3D picture 

The idea of the plant nursery as it occurs in the previous eco village type kept in this type 

of eco village in order to give opportunity for urban garden and commercial purposes that 

can and may needed in the future for the eco light citizens. The green house plot kept in the 

same place which is next to the gathering square for the citizens and visitors of the area.  
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Fig 39.  Plant nursery location on eco-light master plan  
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5.DISCUSSION 

In this final part of the thesis, a short description of overall reflections, outcomes and 

recommendations are written. The aspects are projected at different points during the 

explanatory of this discussion part due to the diverse meaning and purposes. Moreover, the 

following discussions end several outcomes of the project on the different approaches.  

The first discussion point is about the selection of space during the research had been 

carried out. The criteria of the space were in the outskirt of Tartu city. The types of the 

landscape of Tartu can differ one from another as well as the other cities in Estonia. An 

application of this study based on different design approach than the usual resident 

development thus may come up with other design principles. However, for the design of 

the Kvissentali area, the selection of the space is fitting to content since the Tartu 2030 

comprehensive plan shows adequate since it is within the development plan of Tartu has 

already pointed out the selected area as residential development. 

Reflection to the design: Apart from the approach that has been held during the research 

design, it is crucial to point out that the whole thesis project followed a chronological 

approach; thus no expectations might have been pointed out beforehand.  This is the 

meaning that the results of the research design were emerged simultaneously without being 

planned from the start of the design project. Several questions from the beginning of the 

project stirred from the beginning of the project outcome and thought in the beginning of 

the project outcome as well especially on the design conclusions; the most difficult part of 

the design conclusion was the most complex and uncertain one. 

Certainly, it is why research and design itself were combined in this thesis and could not be 

thought separate from each other.  

In order to understand the whole research design project, the illustrated 3D pictures were 

shown in the several parts of the thesis to help to make the linkage by different approaches 

together in relation to different project components, within the positive and negative 

impacts.  

The necessity point is to mention also is that the purpose of the research design thesis was 

not to meet each of the approaches that were mentioned. Rather the explanatory of the 

approaches should be seen through authorities that are from Tartu municipality, local 
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authorities and the local group of the people where the democratic decisions were been 

made during the development of the Tartu city.  

In order to reflect the outcome of the thesis multi-criteria evaluation is important to 

understand and  relate the better detail planning ideas as the most appreciate one  from 

each different parties opinion to the different assessment criteria, for a better future 

creation value for Tartu as whole, but yet that doesn't mean that the other further studies 

cannot apply or better studied.  

During the research design in the thesis, the limitations of the study that prevented the 

thesis project compelling to bring outcomes were based on language barrier of Estonian, 

lack of explanations through the companies that had been contacted to get the right 

documentations and the and social language barrier obstacles. The following and outcome 

of the research design, however, due to these limitations; the thesis project is concluded by 

the future interpretation that was mostly based on the assumptions that have been made 

through the scenario like approach.  

The list of the limitations below mentioned was faced during the research design project of 

this thesis:  

-Due to understanding the location of the design project detailed plan data collection 

procedure was certainly uneasy to collect. 

-Most of the times work confidence in the research design purpose was invalid in which 

the observation is not a required for designing the future prospected scenario or yet the 

outcome of the project at the specific future time laps continuity. However, some of the 

pictures that have been made for the research design project was appealing to the reading 

that has been conducted during the search met with the questions were being asked at the 

level of research design methodology.  

-The pictures that have been made during the project was easy to do it but yet the 

converting the files from each design program to another took a while; which was 

considered as a remarkable limitation for the research design outcomes. 

Recommendations for the further interest for this thesis explorers are that should have been 

taken into account that studies on the local language student to better serve and might 

understand the thesis project in order to communication skills of the local  
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language: Estonian. On much bigger scale plan of Tartu, in order to apply the eco-village 

design features should collaborate with the local construction companies to get their 

opinions but raising the awareness for the fast development investors opinions' and 

interests' into the students are all important to shift from the traditional way of designing 

the landscaping work and economic factors in contrast with the reality of the real estate 

construction companies.        
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6.CONCLUSIONS  

Tartu city, ''a typical Scandinavian city that is full of historical landscape elements, but not 

social life level appealing due to the cold weather of Estonia, public life is a dominantly 

shaped by students and mostly aspect of the old generation that is accommodated. In a 

divided city by the lake, Tartu city, Raekoja plats alter in common use, functionally well 

designed and still preserved in terms of its unique structure after the war times.  

The physical division of the ''mother river'' Emajõgi that once served as connections 

between different boroughs of Tartu by the physical connections such as three main 

bridges where the main crossroads of this ancient city meets have transformed and shaped 

the green structure along the riverside located around the river bank. Tartu's mixed ethnic 

and political importance since the history belongings make its unique cultural heritage 

were once filled with vibrant student life and dynamic international liveability, have 

become to Estonian scale the best option after the capital Tallinn.  

At undesirable war times of Tartu, considered as a historical aspect that created many 

opportunities that are affected the landscape and architectural values that are explored by 

many visitors at every time of the year. The major divided cultural zones that were 

regarded as an attempt to expose the richness of the city culture can be seen in the 

landscape of the city and the urban living environments especially parks and city squares.  

In general, social reconstruction after the Russian era, Estonia does not get along within its 

social norms in terms of hospitality and changing the way of thinking through the 

restoration of the society. Yet, it is considered as a new-born country even though the main 

independence were recognized in 1918. The social reconstruction, that relates the city life 

and architectural time to heal is still recognizable in terms of new city developments such 

as modern architecture where it meets with the ancient beauty of Tartu. The preservation of 

Estonian identity along the society is quite alive in terms of group identification, memories 

that are unwanted, cultural relationship with the surrounding other ''Baltic tiger countries'' 

is yet recognizable on the back stage of the society. The peaceful signing nation that has its 

main goal in developing as economically to become and yet to preserve its reputation as 

the head of the Baltic states. Rather than the past has its main memories of its violent past 

and painful unwanted memories. This new born country has its old ashes still alive but 
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wants to get rid of the past by preserving still some of the conditions of interventions 

through the society. 

But above of all, Estonia openness through the current time opportunities especially at the 

technological developments connects the society to the global world. It is dealing with 

physical reconstruction in terms of city developments and aims at the social level by 

bringing the overlapping complex society norms. 

In this thesis project, the role of the eco-village extends beyond the future intervention 

through the reconstruction of Tartu and aims to understand bringing a new perspective how 

to appeal to utopian communities.  The site of the research design of Tartu city was 

selected to be the focus of this project due to its location opportunity by the river bank side 

of closeness to the cultural meeting point of Tartu city-Raekoja plats and complex heritage, 

and because of its open development phases for the upcoming residential developments.  

The adjacent mundane plots of Kvissentali has gone through years of residential 

developments, reconstruction and urban sprawls; the accessibility of Tartu city centre is an 

advantage of its location, which makes the idea of eco-village bringing and creating close 

by more worth to explore.  

Kvissentali area is recent ambitious residential development space that is connecting 

between student dormitories of Narva street and  University of Estonian Life Science that 

is located just another side of the river, privately and nature.  

The landscape around the design site has landscape value of its surrounding that is 

characterized by the semi-forestry area that brings the peaceful atmosphere for new 

citizens. Therefore, on an environmental scale, the location is open space belonging to the 

future inhabitants of Tartu eco-villagers, while projecting the future development at the 

particular private characteristic on the compact city level. However, Tartu city is 

characterized not only as full of open nature space for residential developments but more 

important, being an everyday social space for student living space meets the other 

opportunities such as sport, recreational activities and much more.      
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In terms of the compact city, regulations and legislation implementation can be easier to 

fulfil the local government and inhabitant needs.  

Compact city opportunity such as Tartu student city opportunity needs to be taken by  

Estonian government and local governmental embracement in the near future to get closer 

to the Estonian Development Act 2030+ country plan.    
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